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Collins Learning’s Resources Adhere to the Principles of NEP 2020
The National Education Policy (NEP) of 2020 envisions universal access to education, from the 
Foundational to the Secondary Stages of schooling.

The new pedagogical and academic structure includes four stages (of 5+3+3+4 years) 
corresponding to ages 3-8, 8-11, 11-14, and 14-18 years respectively:

• Foundational Stage – 3 years of Pre-school plus Grades 1 and 2

• Preparatory Stage – Grades 3 to 5

• Middle Stage – Grades 6 to 8

• Secondary Stage – Grades 9 to 12

Collins Learning’s resources are aligned with the principles and the vision of the NEP. Our books 
focus on:

• Achieving the desired learning outcomes at all levels

• Recognizing the primacy of formative years (ages 3-8), which includes building foundational 
literacy and numeracy

• Integrating 21st century skills in learning, teaching and assessments

• Providing affordable digital aids as teaching-learning tools to bridge the digital divide and 
ensure that no child is left behind (in the use of technology to aid learning), thus using 
technology extensively to deliver education

• Providing opportunities for continuous review of progress based on regular assessment

• Conceptual understanding rather than furthering rote learning and learning-for-exams

• Fostering inquiry-based, discovery-based, discussion-based, and analysis-based learning

• Imparting holistic education through a flexible, multidisciplinary approach covering the 
sciences, social sciences, humanities, fine arts and sports for a multidisciplinary world in order 
to ensure the unity and integrity of all knowledge

• Promoting peer tutoring through a variety of hands-on, supervised activities for more 
effective learning and skill building

• Nurturing and developing life skills such as communication, cooperation, teamwork and 
resilience

• Honing creativity and critical thinking to encourage logical decision-making and innovation

• Encouraging respect for diversity and local context in all curriculum and pedagogy

• Creating awareness in children about Sustainable Development Goals 2030, and preparing 
them to contribute towards attaining these



Collins School Catalogue 2022–23
The education sector across India has witnessed a paradigm shift in recent times. The pandemic has taught us 
a lot about adjusting to changes in new and creative ways. Due to an increase in the competitiveness in the 
marketplace coupled with the increasing need to expand quality education at the grassroots level, policymakers 
have slowly but steadily set the Indian education sector on the path to reforms. In adopting a 5 + 3 + 3 + 4 model 
of school education starting at age 3, the primacy of the formative years from ages 3 to 8 in shaping the child’s 
future has been recognized. Another key aspect of school education in the new policy is the breaking down of 
the strict distinction between arts, commerce and science streams in high school. This will lay the foundation for a 
multi-disciplinary approach in school education as well. 

In light of this new vision, we take great pride in presenting our new catalogue to you. This catalogue, besides 
showcasing the range of titles that we have published over the years, highlights our new range of products for 
the academic session 2023. All the products continue to adhere to NEP 2020 and reflect the changing trends 
in teaching and learning methodologies. Some of the key series published this year are briefly described in the 
subsequent paragraphs. 

Revised Tune In! is an innovative listening and speaking course that consists of eight books for classes 1 to 8 with 
accompanying audio-visual resources that can be accessed in the corresponding e-book. The course uses a step-
by-step practical approach with experiential tasks based on 21st century skills of communication, collaboration, 
creativity and critical thinking. It aims to boost confidence in students and help them gain communicative 
competence. 

Collins Maths Expert is a series of eight books for grades 1 to 8. In this series, the approach is “Less Is More” and “Drill 
and Practice”. It provides all the basic information considered essential in attaining the objectives of mathematics 
education. 

Collins Science Expert is a series of 14 coursebooks for Classes 1 to 8. The coursebooks for grades 1 and 2 are 
aligned with Environmental Studies (EVS) and grades 3 to 5 with Science. For Classes 6 to 8, there are separate 
coursebooks for Physics, Chemistry and Biology. The series is based on the VAKT (visual, auditory, kinesthetic 
and tactile) learning style and the three domains of Bloom’s Taxonomy that include cognitive (intellectual skills), 
affective (attitudinal nature) and psychomotor (actionable nature) development. 

Collins Digi Tech a series of eight computer science books that has been designed to cater to the learning 
requirements of digital natives. This series includes worksheets to develop computational-thinking and problem-
solving skills of students. It provides opportunities for learning by doing, peer to peer tutoring and discovery-based 
learning. The Fun with AI and Link Up! boxes help learners to understand the impact of computers on our lives. The 
series covers Scratch, HTML and Java. 

Oasis is an integrated semester series of 14 books for LKG to class 5. Each book includes English, Maths and General 
Awareness (pre-primary)/EVS (classes 1-2)/Science (classes 3 to 5) and Social Studies (classes 3 to 5). The series 
provides a comprehensive learning experience to young learners in their formative years. It effectively integrates 
its features with different areas of learning through an interdisciplinary and cross-curricular approach. The books 
for the pre-primary levels support learning across all development domains. The books for Classes 1 to 5 follow 
an integrated approach to make learning engaging for students through the emphasis on connections between 
classroom learning across subjects and day-to-day experiences.

Knowledge Lighthouse (Revised) is a series of General Knowledge books for grades 1 to 8. The series spans a 
diverse spectrum of topics taken from a wide variety of curricular as well as extracurricular domains. The skill pages 
address the learning needs of 21st century learners. There has been focus on including relevant topics, such as the 
pandemic and the SDG goals. The skills pages in every book support holistic learning through seamless integration 
of content.  

The Teachers’ Books accompanying each of our coursebooks provide a detailed introduction to the teaching 
method and offer a set of structured lesson plans that correspond to the activities provided in the coursebooks. 
The digital supplements in DigiSuite provide additional e-support to teachers. In tune with the current needs of 
education, we now have an updated version of our digital platform, Collins Infinity which offers blended learning 
solutions for classes 1 to 8. 

We hope that both teachers and students alike will enjoy using our books. We look forward to your continued 
support and patronage.

 

Rohit Dhar
Publisher
Collins Learning
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Phonics Success  
Workbooks provide much-needed, 
level-appropriate phonics practice for learners.

• Practice of key phonic elements such as blend,
   consonant, vowel, phoneme and grapheme

• Carefully illustrated with artwork to support
   comprehension and retention of elements

• Notes for teachers to enable effective 
   transaction of material in the classroom

• “What have I learned?” section at the
   end of the book that can be used for
   assessing learners’ progress
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Key Skills in EnglishThis series of six books has been designed to boost young 

learners’ key language skills. Covering levels 1 to 6, the books 

facilitate learner autonomy as well as encourage parental 

involvement.
●  Activities to provide focused practice in reading and writing

 

●  Across the series, tasks of graded diffi culty-levels to enable 

differentiated learning
 

●  Practice for a range of sub-skills, including vocabulary, 
spelling, punctuation, phonics, and grammar

 

●  Web support for learners: downloadable answers and 
progress charts

Key Skills in English series:

9789351360155 9789351360162 9789351360179 9789351360186 9789351360193 9789351360209

Key Skills in English

Key Skills in English
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1

Level 
1

Skills practice for:• Grammar• Punctuation• Spelling
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Learning and Development During the Early Years

The early years are the most significant years for growth, development and learning. During this 
period, children need adequate opportunities for stimulating experiences as these favourably affect 
various learning abilities. Learning experiences, when chosen and planned properly, fuel the innate 

curiosity of children, and stimulate their thought processes.

The goal of learning during the early years is to enhance the all-round development of personality 
and to inculcate healthy attitudes, life skills and good values. Creative play, well thought-out 
games and developmentally appropriate activities help children develop the necessary skills to 

achieve these goals. The skills that children need to acquire can broadly be categorized as:

Motor:
Motor skills pertain not only to  

gross motor activities like walking and 
jumping but also include fine motor 
activities like the ability to hold a 
pencil and write. The development 
of motor skills is facilitated through 

several graded activities.

Mathematical:
The development of mathematical 
ideas and concepts is important at 

this stage since children will continue 
to build on this learning for most of 

their years of schooling.

Health and Safety: The idea of health and safety is introduced through activities, stories and retelling of real-life experiences to encourage children to focus on health and well-being. 

Knowledge and Understanding of the World:  

This is achieved through activities that enable 

children to explore their surroundings at home 

and in the school, and interact with the people 

that they see around them.

Personal, Social and Emotional:  
Personal, social and emotional development,  

necessary for the overall personality development  
of children, is achieved using a combination of  

hands-on activities, role plays and  
thought-provoking stories and rhymes.

Logical and Rational Thinking:  
Activities that involve simple puzzles, 

pattern-completion and visual 
discrimination help children to develop 

logical and rational thinking skills. 

Linguistic:  
The ability to listen, speak, 
read and write is critical to 
success in formal learning 

environments.

Creative:  
Creative skills are  

developed through a host of 
activities involving art, craft, 

painting, roleplays, etc. 

Cl_Nursery_English_Prelims.indd   4 21/08/21   11:13 AM
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FOUNDATIONAL STAGE

Cherry Blossoms 
Cherry Blossoms is designed to meet the learning 
requirements of children in the age group of three 
years to eight years. The series adheres to the vision 
outlined in the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 
for early years. This series also integrates the essence 
of National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading 
with Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat) 
guidelines, which extensively deal with foundational 
literacy and numeracy. From Nursery (Foundational 
Stage 1) through Class 2 (Foundational Stage 5), the 
series supports holistic learning and skill development 
through a variety of activities. It has separate 
coursebooks and practice books for English, Maths and 
General Awareness. It also has Art and Craft for all the 
levels and Rhymes and Stories for the first three levels, 
which together serve as a complete learning solution 
for the early years.

• Emphasizes learning by doing, coupled 
with frequent repetition for better skill 
development 

• Targets skill development across all 
learning domains for children 

• Encourages creative and psychomotor 
development, a critical requirement for 
early years, through activities integrated 
across all levels 

• Reinforces basic values and skills 
through stories, activities, pictures

• Includes extensive teacher support 
material in the form of teacher manuals, 
flash cards for the first three levels and 
digital teaching and learning resources

KEY FEATURES

FOUNDATIONAL STAGES 1 TO 5
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks
•	 Workbooks
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books
•	 Collins	DigiSuite

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR / SERIES EDITOR
Dr Satyasree Gupta has an in-depth understanding of pedagogy and the different curricula 
prevalent in India. She is a veteran educator, especially in the fields of Foundational Literacy 
and Numeracy, extending up to higher levels as she was an integral part of many reputed 
schools in India. She has authored several books, and mentored hundreds of educators across 
the globe. She holds a dual PhD in Education Management and Doctorate in Sciences. 

Rani Thippavazzula, former Academic Director, Ravindra Bharathi Group is an eminent 
educationist with over two decades of experience in teaching, administration and curriculum 
design and development. As an Academic Advisor for chain schools pan India, she is 
proficient in developing learning products and is a specialist in Differentiated Instruction, 
Enterprise Education and Early Childhood Education. 

Teacher’s Resource Books: Comprises	stories,	activity	banks,	
classroom	management	and	assessment	guidelines

Print-ready Worksheets: Additional	worksheets	for	practice	
and	reinforcement,	present	in	the	digital	support

Animations and Songs: Animated	stories	and	rhymes		
set	to	tune

Multimedia eBook: Consists	of	animations,	audio,	video,
slide	shows,	and	interactive	exercises

Digital Flashcards: Flashcards	with	embedded	sounds	and	
animations	for	letter	formation	and	letter-sound	association

Interactive Games: Interactivities	to	reinforce	concepts	in	a	
fun	and	engaging	manner
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FOUNDATIONAL STAGE

Collins  Little Learners
Collins Little Learners is a three-level course designed 
to meet the learning requirements of children in the age 
group of three years to six years. Focused on holistic 
learning and development, the series covers English, 
Maths, General Awareness, and Art and Craft for 
Foundational Stages 1 to 3. 
It also includes Workbooks for English, Maths and 
General Awareness and a Book of Rhymes and Stories 
at each stage. Hindi is available for Foundational 
Stages 2 and 3. 

• Emphasizes learning by doing, coupled  
with frequent repetition for better skill 
development

• Targets skill development across all eight 
learning domains for children

• Encourages creative and psychomotor 
development, a critical requirement for pre-school 
children, through activities integrated across all 
levels

• Reinforces basic values and skills through 
activities and stories

• Includes extensive teacher support material in the 
form of teacher manuals and digital teaching and 
learning resources

KEY FEATURES

FOUNDATIONAL STAGES 1 TO 3
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 ABOUT THE SERIES EDITOR
Rani T., former Academic Director, Ravindra Bharathi Group is an eminent educationist 
with over two decades of experience in teaching, administration and curriculum design 
and development. As an Academic Advisor for chain schools pan India, she is proficient 
in developing learning products and is a specialist in Differentiated Instruction, Enterprise 
Education and Early Childhood Education.

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks
•	 Workbooks
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books
•	 Flashcards	and	Stickers
•	 Collins	DigiSuite

10

Multimedia	eBook Learning	Tools

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Flashcards

Printable	WorksheetsDetailed	Lesson	Plan
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FOUNDATIONAL STAGE

easy learning
Designed to give children a real sense of achievement, 
easy learning practice books improve essential skills 
through activity-packed fun. These help in:
• building counting skills
• boosting confidence
• developing a love of learning

The colourful, motivating activities help to boost 
confidence and develop good learning habits for life.
Answers and Parents’ notes are included to help support 
a child’s learning at home.

• Activity notes: Suggest additional 
activities that aid in the overall 
development of the child

• Tracing activities: Help you to talk to the 
child about the shape of each letter and 
number, and the pencil movement as the 
child traces over it 

• Parents’ notes: Divided into ‘What you 
need to know’, which explains the key 
subject idea, and ‘Taking it further’, 
which suggests activities and encourages 
discussion with the child on what they 
have learnt 

• Certificate: Placed at the end of the book, 
this should be used to reward the child for 
their effort and achievement 

KEY FEATURES

easy learning
•	 build	general	awareness	skills•	 boost	confidence•		 develop	a	love	of	learningDesigned	to	give	children	a	real	sense	of	achievement,	easy	learning	

books	improve	essential	skills	through	activity-packed	fun.	The	colourful,	motivating	activities	help	boost	confidence	and		
develop	good	learning	habits	for	life.	Parents’	notes	are	included	to	help	you	to	support	your	child’s	learning	

at	home.

Also	available	in	this	series

General Awareness

easy learning

LKG

LKG, UKG

This certificate is awarded to ...................................................................................

for successfully completing .....................................................................................

Age ..................               Date ............................................................................

Signed .........................................................................................
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25

C c

12

6

9 3

zz Follow the maze from the        to the      . Only 
pass pictures that start with the c sound. What 
do you pass?

This is capital. This is small.

zz Say aloud the sound of ‘c’.

zz Find and say c in cat cow cup

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	(English,	
Maths	&	General	
Awareness)	



Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7 Class 8

Enhanced English 
Alive        

New Exploring 
English        

Revised Engaging 
English        

Enriching English        

Revised Collins 
English Grammar & 
Composition

       

Revised Exploring 
Grammar        

Tune In! (Revised)        

English

Level  
1

Level  
2

Level  
3

Level  
4

Level  
5

Level  
6

Level  
7

Revised Fun with Phonics 
& Spelling       

Phonics Success   

Key Skills in English      

www.collins.in 12



The Collins English Language Teaching (ELT) 2023 product portfolio helps you navigate your English 
learning journey with a range of quality resources.

All our ELT textbooks adhere to the principles of the National Education Policy 2020. The books help 
students appreciate language through literature with a wide variety of themes and genres for the stories 
and poems. This year we have revised one of our best-selling courses, Tune In!, which is an innovative 
listening and speaking course that uses a step-by-step practical approach with experiential tasks based 
on 21st century skills thinking. It aims to boost confidence in students and help them gain communicative 
competence for real-world language use. 

The Workbooks accompanying the coursebooks provide practice in a variety of language skills, including 
reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar and writing. The Literature Readers help the learners develop 
critical appreciation of literature as well as inculcate good reading habits. 

A wide range of HarperCollins Children’s books by renowned authors, such as Ruskin Bond, Sudha Murty, 
Paro Anand, David Walliams, and Dr Seuss also make for great reading for children of all age groups. The 
Collins Big Cat series provides a rich school reading programme for primary levels.

Our professional development programmes for teachers and engaging activities for students provide a 
complete package that users can benefit from.

What’s Revised

Build and enhance your Dictionary referencing skills

www.collins.in 13
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CLASSES 1 TO 8

Enhanced  
English Alive 
Enhanced English Alive is a multi-skill course in English that 
adheres to the guidelines of the National Education Policy, 
2020. This edition retains the original essence of teaching 
communicative English using a cross-curricular approach and 
integrates the essence of NIPUN Bharat guidelines, which 
extensively deal with foundational literacy. The aim is to motivate 
learners to read independently, to improve their vocabulary, to 
develop their critical and creative thinking skills, and enhance 
their ability to express themselves both verbally and in writing.

This series also takes care of the requirements of Structured 
Assessments For Analyzing Learning (SAFAL). Research-based 
activities and projects have been used to instill inquiry-based 
learning, while comprehension passages have been followed by 
extrapolative and value-based questions that involve analysis-
based learning.

• Reading: Additional comprehension 
passages including prose and poems, 
followed by a variety of questions

• Vocabulary: A variety of exercises and 
activities on vocabulary topics mapped with 
the corresponding Coursebook

• Grammar: A variety of graded exercises 
based on the grammar concepts taught in the 
Coursebooks for practice and reinforcement

• Listening and Speaking: A variety of 
innovative activities aimed at improving 
students’ communicative skills

• Writing: A well-graded section with a wide 
variety of creative and scaffolded writing 
tasks

• Test Papers: Short assessment papers 
provided at regular intervals to evaluate the 
vocabulary and grammar concepts covered in 
a group of chapters

KEY FEATURES
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Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book

Interactive	Language	Games

Additional	Worksheets Detailed	Lesson	Plan

Collins	Picture	DictionaryTest	Generator

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks
•	 Workbooks
•	 Literature	Readers	3	to	8
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books
•	 Collins	DigiSuite

 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Vijaya Subramaniam, former Vice Principal at Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, New Delhi
Kalpakam Chavali, senior teacher at Meridian School, Hyderabad
Anuradha Telang, Headmistress and HOD of English at Delhi Public School, Bhopal
Sujata Aslam, former HOD of English and Foreign languages at The Scindia  
School, Gwalior
Sonia Duggal, teacher trainer and ELT materials writer
Ruby Bose, teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata
Safa Abdul Razak, teacher trainer and ELT materials writer

 ABOUT THE SERIES EDITOR
Renu Viswanath, former Headmistress at Mother’s International School, New Delhi
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New  
Exploring English 
New Exploring English is a multi-skill course that focuses 
on all aspects of language learning to help learners develop 
communicative competence. The content for the series 
adheres to the new National Education Policy, 2020.  
It offers high-quality English language materials to schools 
with clearly defined learning objectives. The series has  
been revised and updated based on user feedback.

• Reading and Comprehension cover 
a wide range of classic, contemporary 
and original texts by Indian and 
international authors, for developing key 
comprehension skills.

• Read About Me section provides a short 
biography of the author of each piece.

• Summary provides the gist of the text, 
with the aim of revising the important 
points in the story or the poem.

• Vocabulary and Language Skills 
encourage the use of dictionaries and 
enrich the learner’s language.

• Grammar builds language proficiency 
through a variety of graded tasks and 
progressive learning.

• Listening and Speaking tasks hone active 
listening skills and build confidence in 
speaking English fluently.

• Writing tasks challenge the learners 
to explore new ways of expressing 
themselves creatively.

• Project and Life Skills pages encourage 
collaborative group work.

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8

56

Emergency first aid Many a time, we get hurt or have to help someone who 

is hurt. It is important to visit a doctor to get the right 

treatment for an injury. However, there are some simple  

first-aid procedures which can help you tackle the problem 

before you visit a doctor for the complete treatment. 
Let us see what we should do in the following situations. First Aid for Wound

Take a clean piece of cloth and press firmly over the wound (for three to ten 

minutes) to stop it from bleeding. Then clean the wound with lukewarm running 

water and pat it dry. Apply a thin layer of antibiotic ointment meant for cuts and 

wounds. Then cover it with a bandage and an adhesive tape.

If the wound is caused by an animal bite, rinse it with a clean water and gently 

lather with soap. Wash it thoroughly with water and pat it dry. 

If a large piece of skin has been removed, wrap it in a clean, moist piece of cloth 

and place it in a bag over ice—the doctor may be able to reattach it. 

Visit a doctor as soon as possible.

ELT Coursebook5.indb   56

23/08/20   11:24 PM
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 ABOUT THE SERIES EDITORS
Dr Usha Ram, former Principal, Laxman Public School, New Delhi; previously an elected 
member of the CBSE Governing Body of the Board 

Dr K. Padmini Shankar, Professor in the Department of ESL Studies at the English and 
Foreign Languages University (EFLU), Hyderabad

36

Speaking

 Talking about what I am good at

A.   Work with a partner. Ask and answer questions about things that you are 
good at. Here are some ideas:

sportsfootball basketball

swimming

running

subjectsscience Hindi

English

maths

B.   Write four activities in the table given below. Complete the first row for 
yourself. Use ticks [✓] for ‘yes’ and crosses [✗] for ‘no’. Complete the  
other two rows for two classmates. 

Name
Are you good at…? What are 

you not 
good at?

Are you good at 
?

What are you 
not good at?

ELT Coursebook4.indb   36 17/08/20   1:19 PM
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A.   Write the name of each bird under its picture. Then tick [ ] the 
things you can do.

duck     penguin     parrot     ostrich     owl

1.  I can talk. 2. I can run fast. 3. I can fly. 

                  

4. I can dive into water.       5. I can slide. 

B.  Now, say the things you can’t do from Exercise A.

parrot

2. Best Bird

Birds and  
animals 

• talk and write about the things I can do.
• learn names of birds and animals’ body parts.
• learn the usage of has and can.
• learn doing words and practise spelling words with i and y.
• colour a peacock.

Active participation: Creative expression of oneselfHC

Warm-up

In this unit, I will...

ELT Coursebook1.indb   26 17/08/20   1:33 PM

Making a face mask
It is important to wear masks in public spaces. It avoids  
diseases from spreading. Learn how to make a face mask.

You will need:

• One handkerchief

• Two rubber bands

Step 1:  Place the handkerchief on an even surface. Fold the top 
and the bottom part inward. Then, fold it in half again. 

Step 2:  Insert one rubber band on one end of the handkerchief. 
Insert the other rubber band on the other end. 

Step 3: Fold the ends of the handkerchief. 

Step 4:  The ends should meet in the middle. They should 
also overlap slightly.

Step 5:  Your mask is ready. Wear it with the smooth side 
out and the ends against your face. Adjust the 
position of the rubber bands if the mask feels too 
tight. Wash the mask after each use.

Now make more masks for your friends and family.

Project 1

Active participation: Creative expression, collaboration 
and joy of participation in school and family

HC

41

ELT Coursebook2.indb   41 18/08/20   4:52 PM
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Reading
 

Animal picture story

Read this story about an owl.

Explore more

Baby cats are called  
kittens. Baby dogs are called  

puppies. Do you know that baby  
owls are called owlets! Owls are  

night birds. This means they sleep  
during the day and hunt at night.  
Owls have special feathers that  
help them hunt quietly at night.  
They can also turn their heads  

around nearly  
in a full circle. 

VB CC

I’m the 
best bird!

Look at me!

I can fly!

I can hoot!

But I can talk!

But I can dive!

B
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Vocabulary
 Animal movements

A.   How do these animals move? Tick () the correct option.

1. How do rabbits move?

 a. They gallop.

 b. They swim.

 c. They hop.

2. How do birds move?

 a. They soar.

 b. They crawl.

 c. They leap.

3. How do fish move?

 a. They creep.

 b. They climb.

 c. They swim.

4. How do insects move?

 a. They hover.

 b. They trot.

 c. They charge.

5. How do snakes move?

 a. They run.

 b. They slither.

 c. They prowl.

6. How do horses move?

 a. They canter.

 b. They float.

 c. They ride.

7. How do monkeys move?

 a. They swing.

 b. They gallop.

 c. They run.

8. How do crabs move?

 a. They scuttle.

 b. They wriggle.

 c. They slither.

B.   Complete the sentences with these verbs.

slithered   trotted   charged   prowled   leapt   hop

1. We watched in awe as a pod of dolphins 

 out of the ocean.

2. The black mamba snake quietly  
towards its prey.

3. The herd of wildebeest  at  
the leopard.

4. Do you know why kangaroos ?

5. The horse slowly  around the field.

6. All night, the lion  around the camp.
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Engaging English
Revised

• Let’s Get Started includes warm-up tasks 
with a focus on Sustainable Development 
Goals

• Comprehension checks factual, 
inferential, analytical, interpretative and 
evaluative skills

• Way with Words and Grammar in 
Use enrich vocabulary while teaching 
language structures

• Study Skills teaches dictionary usage, 
phonics and spelling

• Listening and Speaking develops oral 
and aural skills

• Pen it Down trains learners to express 
themselves creatively, logically and 
coherently

• Literary terms, Did You Know?, 
Wordwise and Read More provide 
additional information

• Be Creative!/Research and Write revisit 
the themes covered in each unit

• Assessments in Workbooks 3 to 8 include 
tasks aligned to the principle of SAFAL

KEY FEATURES

Engaging English is a language learning course, which 
aims to impart communicative competence through an 
appreciation of literature. The course adheres to the National 
Education Policy, 2020 through its focus on twenty-first 
century skills, cross-curricular learning, ‘Happiness’ content 
and art-integrated learning.

In the primary levels, the activities integrate the essence of 
NIPUN.

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
• Preeti Roychoudhury, former teacher at Loreto House, Kolkata 
• Sadeqa Rahman Siddiqui, English teacher at La Martiniere for Boys, Kolkata 
• Ruby Bose, English teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata 
• Somali Mitra, English teacher at Modern High School, Kolkata 
• Anju Gupta, ELT author and editor 

Teacher’s	Resource	Books
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•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Workbooks	
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Enriching English
Enriching English is a language-through-literature course for classes   
1 to 8, which aims to build the foundations of the English language. The 
series introduces students to the world of literature through a variety 
of classic and contemporary texts authored by upcoming as well as 
renowned authors. Students are introduced to the nuances of language 
through focused tasks that make learning an enjoyable activity.

The series comprises graded Readers and Language Companions, with 
support material in the form of Teacher’s Resource Books and enhanced 
digital learning resources.

• Comprehension checks factual understanding 
through ‘wh-’ and ‘ reference-to-the-context’ 
questions.

• Food for thought, Literary terms and Common 
idioms and proverbs provide trivia, and 
additional information on literary devices and 
vocabulary.

• Vocabulary includes exercises on contextual 
usage, modes of vocabulary acquisition and 
figures of speech.

• Grammar includes graded practice tasks 
accompanied by simple explanations.

• Study Skills includes graded phonics, spelling 
and dictionary activities.

• Listening develops aural comprehension skills 
through various kinds of factual questions.

• Speaking includes role plays, conversation 
practice and public speaking tasks through 
solo, pair and group work

• Writing includes guided and free writing 
exercises that develop functional and creative 
writing skills.

• The Activity in the poetry chapters includes 
exercises which combine hands-on tasks with 
creative writing skills. Every task has plenty of 
scaffolding in the form of suggested vocabulary 
and reference samples.

• Now I can … is a self-assessment checklist at 
the end of every chapter.

• Read at Leisure includes suggestions for 
further reading related to the author or theme 
of the reading passage.

• Cross-curricular Projects, of which there are 
three, cover literature-based activities that 
revisit the themes covered in each book.

• A glossary of literary terms and genres at the 
end of the book acts as a ready reference.

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
• Rashi Ravi Ganguly, English teacher and materials writer
• Aruna Punekar, English teacher at The Sanskar Valley School, Bhopal
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Revised  
Collins English 
Grammar and  
Composition
Revised Collins English Grammar and Composition 
is a carefully graded series spanning eight levels, which 
aims to enable learners to master the rules of the English 
language so that they can use it with ease. It adheres to the 
National Education Policy, 2020.

• A Self-Assessment Test helps 
determine the learner’s competency 
level

• Let’s Get Started acts as an 
introduction to the topic

• Grammar Bytes highlight additional 
facts related to the topic

• Watch Out! lists common errors and 
exceptions to rules

• Extensive exercises and practice drills 
reinforce concept acquisition

• Don’t Forget! does a quick recap of 
the important points in the unit

• Let Us Write includes guided and 
independent writing tasks related to 
the unit

• Three periodic Tests help learners 
evaluate their progress

• The comprehension and composition 
units hone reading and writing skills.

• The revised edition has five new 
comprehension chapters.

• Grammar on the Go revisits 
important grammar concepts by 
focusing on usage

KEY FEATURES

  

  

  

  

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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Complete the test to find out how much you already know.

A  Circle the naming words.

1. The boy eats the cake. 

2. Radha sings a song.

3. I live in New Delhi.

4. Amit goes to school. 

5. This table is strong.  

B  Underline the doing words.

1. The sun shines brightly.

2. Birds fly in the sky.

3. Flowers grow on plants.

4. Birds live on trees.

5. I read books.

C  Fill in the blanks with the correct describing words from the box.

soft tall pink heavy cold

1. My dress is  in colour.

2. It is a  tree.

3. My cat has  fur.

4. Jim has a  bag.

5. Ice is .

Self-Assessment

9
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Quick RecapTenses

Verb
Present 

Continuous
Present 
Perfect

Past 
Continuous

Past  
Perfect

eat
go
see
ride
do

play
work
begin
come
break
sleep
talk
leave
wake
ring

is eating
is going
is seeing
is riding
is doing

is playing
is working

is beginning
is coming
is breaking
is sleeping
is talking
is leaving
is waking
is ringing

has eaten
has gone 
has seen 

has ridden 
has done 

has played 
has worked 
has begun
has come
has broken
has slept
has talked
has left

has woken
has rung

was eating
was going
was seeing
was riding
was doing

was playing
was working 
was beginning
was coming
was breaking
was sleeping
was talking 
was leaving
was waking
was ringing

had eaten
had gone
had seen

had ridden
had done

had played
had worked
had begun
had come
had broken
had slept
had talked
had left

had woken
had rung

Words Often Confused
stair: steps in a building
stare: look for a long time
their: belonging to others
there: that place
brake: device to stop vehicles
break: split into pieces
new: fresh, recently made
knew: had information
bare: uncovered
bear:  large wild animal 

with thick fur

beat: hit or strike
beet: a type of vegetable
fair: good, right
fare: payment
loose: ill-fitting 
lose:  not be able to find 

something
week: seven days
weak: without strength
dear:  word used to address 

someone
deer: an animal with long legs

Writing Correctly

Types of Pronouns

Demonstrative
this, that, those, 

these

Personal
I, me, we, us, you, 
he, she, him, her, 

it, they, them 
Possessive
mine, yours, 

ours, his, 
hers, theirs

Reflexive
myself, yourself, 
himself, herself, 
itself, ourselves, 

themselves

Pronouns

Interrogative
who, whose, 
whom, which, 

what

Prepositions 
of Time

Prepositions 
of Place

Prepositions 
of Movement

on
by
in
till
at 

since
for

until
before
after

in
at
on
by

near
beside

between
behind

in front of
under

to
across
into

along
around
over

towards
through

up
down

Types of Prepositions
Manner 

(how/in what 
manner)

Place 
(where)

Time 
(when)

Degree 
(how much/to 
what extent)

Frequency 
(how often)

sweetly
loudly
bravely
brightly
nicely

happily
heavily
merrily
easily
luckily

anywhere
away
above
back
far
here
there

nearby
outside
where

yesterday
now
soon
today

tomorrow
then
later

tonight
early
yet

quite
almost
enough

too
little
most
much
rather

so
very

always
ever
never
often

sometimes
daily
rarely
yearly
usually

frequently

Types of Adverbs

A sentence which gives an instruction, advice, command, 
makes a request or an offer is called an imperative sentence.

In a sentence, the verb must always agree with the 
subject in number and person. The verb in the sentence 
must be singular if the subject is singular. If the subject is 
plural, then the verb will be plural as well. This is known 
as agreement of subject and verb.

A sentence which expresses a sudden or strong feeling 
of happiness, sadness, joy or surprise and ends with an 
exclamation mark (!) is called an exclamatory sentence.

A sentence which asks a question and ends with a 
question mark (?) is called an interrogative sentence. It 
may be of two types: yes/no questions and wh- questions.

A statement which states a fact, habitual action, universal 
truth or opinion is called an assertive sentence. It ends with 
a full stop (.). It may be of two types: positive and negative.

5
Revised

Grammar and 
Composition

Collins English 
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A  Rewrite the sentences in indirect speech.

 1. Gautam said, ‘Ravi, I am going to the library to borrow some books on Indian history.’ 
 2. Sheetal said, ‘I am fond of eating dark chocolate.’
 3.  My father said to me, ‘I have been going to the telephone exchange every day to lodge a 

complaint.’
 4. They complained, ‘It is extremely hot and suffocating in the garage.’
 5. The doctor told us, ‘I will be attending a conference in Delhi tomorrow.’

Look at this table.

Function in Direct Speech Reporting Verb in Indirect Speech

order ordered
request requested, pleaded, implored
advice advised, urged
advice, prohibition advised, forbade
direction directed
suggestion suggested
warning warned, cautioned

addressing someone directly called

Examples:  The queen said to her advisor, ‘Go fetch me a map of the kingdom.’ 
The queen ordered her adviser to go and fetch her a map of 
the kingdom.

  Samson said to his brother, ‘You should wake up early and go for a jog.’ 
Samson advised his brother to wake up early and go for a jog.

Change in Time and Place Indicators 
Look at this table to understand how words indicating place and time are changed in indirect speech.

Direct speech Indirect Speech
now then
here there
today that day
this morning that morning
yesterday the day before
tomorrow the next day
next week the following week
next month the following month
ago before
thus so
last night the night before
hence (from now on) thence
come go

Watch Out!

The reporting verbs told and 
asked are never followed by 
the word to. 
He asked me, ‘What is the 
time?’ (not He asked to me)
I told him, ‘It is 6 o’clock.’  
(not I told to him)

If the reporting verb said 
has an object, it is always 
followed by the word to.
He said to me, ‘Are you all 
right?’ (not He said me)

96
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Revised  
Exploring Grammar
Revised Exploring Grammar is a series that has been 
developed to facilitate the teaching of grammar to young 
learners. Judiciously blending the structural and functional 
aspects of grammar, the series enables learners to apply 
grammar in communicative contexts. In this revised 
edition, grammar topics are introduced in a progressive, 
step-by-step manner using simple explanations and 
examples for easy and sound learning.

• Comprehensive and carefully graded 
grammar syllabus and progression through 
units

• Clean and clear layout, with learning 
objectives, new grammar (Learn!), 
development of grammar (Build!) and 
revision (Remember!) sections marked for 
ease of use

• A range of task types to make the learning 
of grammar varied and enjoyable

• Score more! section at the end of 
each chapter and revision worksheets 
throughout the book for assessment

• My checklist to maintain a record of 
grammar topics learnt in the book

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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Revised Tune In! 
Tune In! is an innovative course in listening and speaking 
skills designed to train students to listen more attentively 
and speak effectively. In the revised edition, the course uses 
a step-by-step practical approach to help students prepare 
for communicative competence for real-world language use. 
The course additionally comes with dictation audios, art 
integrated activities for increasing the interest of learners 
in literature, using common phrases correctly and avoiding 
incorrect usage and colloquialisms.

• Audio clips recorded by former AIR veterans and voice artists teach correct pronunciation and 
intonation, stress and pause.

• Videos clips by professional actors and voice artists showcase real-life scenarios and appropriate body 
language.

• Word Wizard prompts learners to speak by suggesting words and phrases they could use.
• Grammar Guide teaches useful English structures and expressions to help learners speak correctly.
• Manners matter! guides learners on appropriate gestures, body language, tone, stress, etc. to be used 

while communicating effectively.
• Info byte provides quick tips and tricks about sounds and spoken 

language.
• Dictation time hones learners’ listening and spelling skills.
• Fun Activity has an enjoyable language-based activity.
• Take a break! are well-designed activities to improve the holistic 

learning of the language.
• Saying it better! teaches common phrases and guides learners to avoid 

incorrect and colloquial language usage.
• Children’s Literary Fest is an art-integrated activity that focuses on 

increasing the learners’ interest in literature.

CLASSES 1 TO 8

KEY FEATURES REVISED
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Literary Fest 
Children’s

Something strange happened in your school library during 
the Halloween festival. A few characters escaped the pages 
of their books! 

Unable to go back, you see them walking disoriented around the 
library. The only way they can return to the books they belong to is 
by interacting with other characters and share their story. 

Help the lost characters interact among each other. In order to portray 
the persona well, you can also dress up as the character you’re playing. 

Before you begin, read the dialogue between Alice and Macbeth 
that takes place in the library. 

Cross-curricular  Art Integration  
N
E
P

Alice Macbeth
Where am I and who might 
you be? 

I am King Macbeth. We are stuck in 
a library.

Isn’t this Wonderland? No, my dear young lady. 
Do I know you?

I am sorry. I am Alice, from Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland. Which 
book are you from? 

I am from a play named after 
me, Macbeth, created by William 
Shakespeare. Who created you?

Lewis Carroll in 1865. He was 
originally called Charles Lutwidge 
Dodgson. He was a photographer, 
inventor, mathematician and poet. 

Tell me something about Shakespeare.

Shakespeare was a great dramatist 
and a poet. He created 37 plays, 154 
sonnets and two volumes of poetry. 
Did you know Shakespeare is known 
as the greatest writer in English who 
invented about 1700 words? 

That’s a lot for one man. May I know 
when were you born?

I am much older to you. I was created 
in 1606. 

119
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Roll the dice. Look at the picture next to the number. 
Say the first sound of the word. 

A Game of Dice 

Additional: Say another word that begins with 
that sound. It should not be from the picture 
board given below.

Collaboration
N
E
P

31
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glide dries

prant blush

crock prum

grab dread

Now, read aloud the words you have written.

 Spell Check

Listen to the words. Look at the spelling of the words. 
One of the letters in each word is incorrect. Correct 
the spelling and write the words in the given space.

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

81
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6.8

Interacting and communicating

Work in pairs. Listen to the conversation between 
Bharat and his parents. Then work with your 
partner to ask and answer the questions that follow.

F1.  Ask and 
answer

Dictation time 

E.  Listen and 
write

DT

Listen to the passage and fill in the blanks. Then, 
read the passage aloud. 

It is a …………………………………. that we get hiccups 
when someone we know is remembering us. The 
…………………………………. explanation says that 
hiccups are caused in the …………………………………. . 
It is a muscle at the …………………………………. of our 
chest. When this muscle …………………………………., 
it closes our vocal …………………………………. very 
…………………………………., producing the sound of 
a hiccup. Another funny …………………………………. 
is that an …………………………………. left palm means 
wealth is coming our way! Do you think it is true or just 
a ………………………………….?

We saw an old 
man lying on the road. 

He was unconscious. We 
were puzzled. There was 

nobody nearby.

Then what 
did you do?

57
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Common mistakes Use this instead

A: How do you do?

B: I am fine, thank you. 

A: How do you do?

B: How do you do? 

(‘How do you do’ is used only 
when you meet someone for the 

first time in your life.)

I am going to cut the phone now. 
I am going to hang up the 

phone now. 

The British Museum is showing the 
Sword of Tipu Sultan this week. 

The British Museum is displaying
the Sword of Tipu Sultan this week. 

(Items are put on display in a 
museum.)

The tourists will return back to 
Singapore on Monday. 

The tourists will return to Singapore 
on Monday. 

(Return implies go back. Return 
back is a redundancy.)

Indian batsmen scored 300 runs in 
the first inning.

Indian batsmen scored 300 runs in 
the first innings.

(Innings is a division of a cricket 
match. Inning is used in baseball.)

Saying it better!

114
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Fun with  
Phonics & Spelling
Fun with Phonics and Spelling (Revised Edition) is a series  
of seven books linked to the reading and spelling  
requirements of each primary year group (ages 4-11).
This series is supported by Collins DigiSuite, a digital  
learning resource for students and teachers.

• Includes fun puzzle activities to practise 
and support phonics, word-building, 
spelling, and vocabulary

• Examples and exercises designed to build 
and reinforce understanding of spelling 
rules and patterns

• Ample practice material in each book
• Digital resource for practising 

pronunciation

Practise with puzzles:
• Word searches
• Crosswords
• Other activities

KEY FEATURES

p

o

e

LEVELS 1 TO 7
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Phonics Success    
Phonics Success is a series that enables teachers to work 
together with learners at an easy and enjoyable pace and 
helps them build a strong foundation in phonics.

• Practice of key phonic elements such as consonant, vowel, 
blend, phoneme and grapheme 

• Carefully illustrated with relevant artwork to support 
comprehension and retention of elements 

• Notes for teachers to enable effective transaction of material 
in the classroom 

• What have I learned? section at the end of the book that can 
be used for assessing learners’ progress

KEY FEATURES
fish

duck

cat

Level 1

PRACTICE

A
C

T I V I T I E S1 Phonics Success

Success

Ph
on

ic
s

ISBN 978-9-35-136033-9

9 789351 360339

Practice 
Activities
Practice of key phonic skills to develop fl uency and understanding.

9789351360346

9789351360339

9789351360353

168

Phonics Success  Workbooks provide much-needed, level-appropriate phonics practice for learners.• Practice of key phonic elements such as blend,
   consonant, vowel, phoneme and grapheme
• Carefully illustrated with artwork to support   comprehension and retention of elements
• Notes for teachers to enable effective    transaction of material in the classroom
• “What have I learned?” section at the   end of the book that can be used for   assessing learners’ progress
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Success

Ph
on

ic
s

Level 3

PRACTICE

A
C

T I V I T I E S3 Phonics Success

row a boat

sleeping 

one fox

a family of foxes
ISBN 978-9-351-36035-3

9 789351 360353

Practice 
Activities
Practice of key phonic skills to develop fl uency and understanding.

9789351360346

9789351360339

9789351360353

Phonics Success  Workbooks provide much-needed, level-appropriate phonics practice for learners.• Practice of key phonic elements such as blend,
   consonant, vowel, phoneme and grapheme
• Carefully illustrated with artwork to support   comprehension and retention of elements
• Notes for teachers to enable effective    transaction of material in the classroom
• “What have I learned?” section at the   end of the book that can be used for   assessing learners’ progress
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Words with oy

V
o

w
e

l d
ig

ra
p

h
s

b oy

Read the rhyme

Circle oy in the rhyme.

Preeti is a girl. Joy is a boy.

They fell out over a toy.

“Let’s enjoy it, not destroy it,

Don’t annoy me,” said Preeti to Joy.
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13

Words with ay

V
o

w
e

l d
ig

ra
p

hs

Make some words. Write the words. Read the words.

t r
c l
p l

ay

s
s
s

t
t
p

r
r

ay

d
p
s

ay

Before beginning this page you could encourage the learner to have fun 
making up rhymes. For example: ‘Go away to Bombay’, ‘Don’t play on 
the motorway’, ‘Stay on the pathway’, ‘I’ll play with the spray’, ‘You may 
carry the tray of clay’, ‘Play every day’, ‘There’s some hay in the bay’.

Teacher’s 
tip

Make the words

60346_P001_060.indd   13 12/09/2013   17:41

6

The alphabet a–d

Le
tt

e
rs

 o
f 

th
e

 a
lp

ha
b

et

Write the letters.
Say the names of the letters.
Colour them on the alphabet ladder.

Letters a–d

97002_P001_049.indd   6 07/11/12   1:15 PM
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W
ha

t ha
ve

 I le
a

rne
d

?

What have I learned?

Note to 
teachers

Some learners might benefit from completing one exercise at a time. 
Other learners (if they are confident readers) might be able to read 
an entire page, or even two pages at a time.

Explain to the learner that the tests will show what he/she has learned. 
Tell the learner that there will be some words he/she might never have 
heard before but that they can be sounded using what he/she knows 
about letters and sounds. 

Explain to the learner what to do. For correct answers, use words such 
as ‘Well done’, ‘You did well.’ If incorrect, praise the learner for having 
a try: ‘It doesn’t matter if you get things wrong. That’s how we know 
what you need to practise.’ 

Read the words and names.

claim slate invite flight

brewer hollow flavour neighbour

charcoal palm honey saucer

board freight shield believe

shriek tomatoes annoying quoit

prepare airline dearth world

earthquake satchel hatchet adventure

mixture fetching whistling scrambled

racial suction station lizard

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Exercise 3

60353_P077_096.indd   95 13/09/2013   10:54
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Look-alike, sound-alike words

Sp
e

lling
 stra

te
g

ie
s

Match the words

Match the words that have ‘look-alike’, ‘sound 

alike’ spellings.

Read the words.

would

handle

to
m

or
ro

w

carrot

worm

candle

feather

could

he
at

he
r

borrow

parrot

word

Explain that sometimes it helps when spelling a tricky word if you know 
other words that are like it in some way. Show some examples, e.g:

• treasure/measure (‘ea’ and ‘s’ might cause problems)
• heart/hearth (‘ear’ might be a problem)
• danger/ranger, but banger/clanger
• shoe/canoe

Teacher’s 
tip
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Words with aw

V
o

w
e

l d
ig

ra
p

hs

Read the rhyme

Circle aw in the rhyme.

I have four paws.

We hammer and saw. We paint and draw.

I grip with my claws.

y aw n
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Key Skills  
in English
Key Skills in English is a series of six books designed to 
boost young learners’ key language skills. Covering levels 
1 to 6, the books facilitate learner autonomy as well as 
encourage parental involvement. 

• Activities to provide focused practice in 
reading and writing 

• Across the series, tasks of graded difficulty 
levels to enable differentiated learning 

• Practice for a range of sub-skills, including 
vocabulary, spelling, punctuation, 
phonics, and grammar 

• Web support for learners on the Collins 
website, downloadable answers and 
progress charts 

KEY FEATURES

ISBN 978-9-35-136015-5

9 789351 360155

Key Skills in English
This series of six books has been designed to boost young 
learners’ key language skills. Covering levels 1 to 6, the books 
facilitate learner autonomy as well as encourage parental 
involvement.
●  Activities to provide focused practice in reading and writing

 

●  Across the series, tasks of graded diffi culty-levels to enable 
differentiated learning 

●  Practice for a range of sub-skills, including vocabulary, 
spelling, punctuation, phonics, and grammar

 

●  Web support for learners: downloadable answers and 
progress charts

Key Skills in English series:

9789351360155 9789351360162 9789351360179 9789351360186 9789351360193 9789351360209

Key 
Skills in 
English

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
1

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
2

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
3

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
4

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
5

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
6

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key Skillis in English             Level 1

Level 
1

Level 
1

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling
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ISBN 978-9-35-136020-9

9 789351 360209

Key Skills in English
This series of six books has been designed to boost young 
learners’ key language skills. Covering levels 1 to 6, the books 
facilitate learner autonomy as well as encourage parental 
involvement.
●  Activities to provide focused practice in reading and writing

 

●  Across the series, tasks of graded diffi culty-levels to enable 
differentiated learning 

●  Practice for a range of sub-skills, including vocabulary, 
spelling, punctuation, phonics, and grammar

 

●  Web support for learners: downloadable answers and progress charts

Key 
Skills in 
English

Key Skillis in English             Level 6

Level 
6

Level 
6

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

156

Key Skills in English series:

9789351360155 9789351360162 9789351360179 9789351360186 9789351360193 9789351360209

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
1

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
2

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
3

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
4

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
5

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

Key 
Skills in 
English

Level 
6

Skills practice for:
• Grammar
• Punctuation• Spelling

60209_india cover L6.indd   1

13/09/2013   15:55
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18

Write e, o or u.

Phonics: Vowel Sounds

Write the correct word.

h n c t w b

m p b s s n

gg p p l g

nut notnet pet putpot reg rugrog

bex buxbox ten tunton net nutnot

net

A  

B  

60155_P001_023.indd   18 25/09/2013   16:31

Echo was one of the many Greek goddesses, 
but she had one great fault. She talked too 
much. One day, she spoke rather rudely to 
the great god Juno, and he was so angry 
that he forbade her to use her voice again. 
She would only be able to repeat what she 
heard, he told her. However since she was 
so fond of having the last word, she could  
only repeat the last words of others.
 Echo felt that she was now a sort of 
parrot. She was ashamed and hid in the 
forest.
 A youth named Narcissus used to hunt in 
the forest. One day, he became separated 
from his friends, and Echo saw him. She 
crept closer, but Narcissus heard her rustling 
among the bushes, and wondered who was 
hiding in the undergrowth.
 “Who is here?” he called out.
 “Here!” answered Echo.
 “Here I am. Come!” shouted Narcissus.
 “I am come,” answered Echo, and appeared 
from the trees.
 When Narcissus saw a stranger, however, 
he turned and walked slowly away, leaving 

Echo sad 
and lonely.
 After this, 
Echo never again showed 
herself. She faded away until only her voice was left.
 Her voice has been heard for many, many years, 
in forests, near mountains and cliffs and caves. She 
mimics the cries of seagulls and mocks the barking 
of dogs. But she always sounds sad and mournful, 

and makes lonely places seem more lonely still as she 
repeats a caller’s last words.

Reading

A  Read the story. 

Echo

10
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Grammar

A  Rewrite these sentences using capital letters.

B  Write the nationality of the people from these 
place names.

Capital letters are used for:
a) The names of places – Italy, Spain.
b) Words formed from the names of places – Brazilian, 

Bengali.
c) A person’s nationality – Sri Lankan, Dutch.

  1. my pen friend collects irish stamps.
  2. many norwegian fi shing trawlers fi sh off the coasts of canada and 

greenland.
  3. the italian singer sang at the music festival in shimla.
  4. frederic chopin, a polish composer, was born near warsaw.
  5. in the new supermarket you can buy french pastries and dutch cheese.
  6. the kenyan team will play south africa in johannesburg on saturday.
  7. last february i received a letter from my pen pal in the Maldives.
  8. ben lee bought a swiss watch on friday.

Vietnam 
Pakistan 
Russia 
India 
Argentina 
Spain  
Sweden 

C  Complete the chart with other words that use capital letters.

Names of people
Names of 

places
Days, 

months
Brand 
names Initials

Rashid Khan London Wednesday Coca Cola WHO

Gurpreet Singh Egypt July Sony USA

England 
Australia 
Germany 
Holland 
Ireland 
Namibia 
France 

English

19

Capital Letters
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Language

A  Write has or have.

B  Write did or done.

  1. The pups  meat for dinner but the cat  fi sh.

  2. We  to meet the lady who  the books.

  3. A whale  lungs but a fi sh  gills.

  4. The girls  measles and the boys  the mumps.

  5. The soldiers  guns and their captains  swords.

  6.  you heard the orders he  given us?

  7.  she seen the present you  bought?

  8. A weightlifter  to  very strong arms.

  9. I  a funny joke to tell you!

10. That joke   to be the worst I  ever heard!

  1. Where  you leave your money?

  2. She  not know if he had  his chores.

  3. Father  the cooking while Mother  her painting.

  4. What have you  with my pencil?

  5. I’ve  all I’m going to do.

  6. Arushi  very well in her tests.

  7.  it happen on Tuesday or Wednesday?

  8. I  my homework as soon as I got home from school.

  9.  a famous artist paint it or was it  by an art student?

10. I  not want to know how the magician  the trick.

C Write did, done, has or have.

I  just arrived home from school and I  loads of homework 
that  to be  before I can meet my friends. If I  my 
homework  before four o’clock, then I can   my friends over. 
They  loads of homework to do too unless they  it already.

21

Using Words
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Look up the words in italics in 
your dictionary. 
Write a sentence for each one.

Activities

A  Answer these questions.

1. What is special about the great white shark?

2. Where do great white sharks live?

3. Name one ability a great white shark uses to track down its prey.

4. Why is the great white shark’s grey back useful?

5. Why do experts think great white sharks attack humans?

6. Do sharks eat people?

7. Why are great white sharks endangered?

8. What do you think the laws protecting the great white shark might say? 

Summarise the story in your 
own words. 
Use about ten sentences.

B  

C  

23
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Or sequate 
facilisim ven-

dit pratetReading

A  Read the text.

The Hummingbird

The tiny hummingbird gets its name from the 
sound it makes when fl apping its wings. This 
colourful bird fl aps its wings 50–60 times a 
second. How quickly can you click or snap 
your fi ngers in a second? Perhaps twice! By 
rapidly beating its wings, the hummingbird 
can remain in the same position, fl y 
backwards and even rise straight up like a 
helicopter.
 The hummingbird feeds on the nectar of 
fl owers while hovering in fl ight. Its long thin 
beak and hairy tongue are specially suited to 
prod and probe the hearts of fl owers. It also 
eats little insects. 
 This bird is remarkable for its array of red, 
blue and green colours. Although it is the 
smallest bird in the world, it will fearlessly 
attack crows and hawks that invade its 
territory and nest.
 The cup-like nest it builds is an 
architectural wonder. A mass of grasses, 
mosses and fi bres are woven together with 
strands of cobwebs, to form a tiny nest about 
the size of a walnut shell. The nest will hold 
two snow-white eggs. These are the smallest 
birds’ eggs in the world. 
 When the eggs are hatched, the mother 
feeds the nestlings by thrusting her bill down 
their throats. Then, vibrating her body, 
she regurgitates the sweet nectar from her 
stomach.
 The pretty hummingbird is found in North 
and South America and in Canada.

28
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Collins Science 
Expert (New)        

Collins Incredible  
Series        

Enhanced Science 
Now        

Collins Perfect 
Science 
Assessments

    

Collins Science 
Workbook   

Science
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Also available

Environmental Studies 



Collins has a dynamic list of Science titles packed with inspirational resources, 
designed to help you deliver outstanding science content throughout the  
school years.

This year we published the series Collins Science Expert for Classes 1 
to 8 based on the VAKT learning styles (visual, auditory, kinesthetic and 
tactile) and the three domains of Bloom’s Taxonomy that include cognitive 
(intellectual skills), affective  (attitudinal nature) and psychomotor (actionable 
nature) development, with a special focus on Experiential Learning for overall 
development of students. The coursebooks for classes 1 and 2 are aligned with 
Environmental Studies (EVS) and classes 3 to 5 with Science. For Classes 6 to 8, 
there are separate coursebooks for Physics, Chemistry and Biology. 

New
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Collins Science Expert is a series of 14 coursebooks for 
Classes 1 to 8. The coursebooks for grades 1 and 2 are aligned 
with Environmental Studies (EVS) and grades 3 to 5 with 
Science. For Classes 6 to 8, there are separate coursebooks for 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology. The series is based on the 
VAKT (visual, auditory, kinesthetic and tactile) learning style 
and the three domains of Bloom’s Taxonomy that include 
cognitive (intellectual skills), affective (attitudinal nature) and 
psychomotor (actionable nature) development. 

• Be a Scientist (Classes 3 to 5): Introduction to science process skills to help develop scientific attitudes
• Prior Knowledge: List of topics to help construct connections between old and new knowledge
• Let’s Get Started: Interactive exercise to begin a chapter
• Learning Objectives: List of main topics that will be covered in a chapter
• Word To Know: Meaning of difficult words
• Find Out: Research-oriented questions requiring learners to look beyond the classroom
• Do You Know? Additional information on a topic
• Greenathon: Snippets relevant to environmental conservation and awareness
• Quick Revision: Revision questions within the chapter
• Talk Time: Questions for classroom discussion
• Activities: Lab activities to hone experimental skills
• Concept Map: Snapshot of the chapter in the form of a graphic organizer for quick recapitulation
• Keywords: Definitions of important terms
• Exercise: Questions to evaluate students’ understanding and comprehension

KEY FEATURES

Collins  
Science Expert 

CLASSES 1 TO 8

NEW
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Concept Map

House: the place where we live with our family

Shelter: a place where we can live safely

Keywords

House

• Drawing room
• Bed room
• Study room
• Kitchen
• Dining room
• Bathroom

• A bungalow
• A hut
• An apartment

• Heat
• Cold
• Rain
• Thieves 
• Animals

different rooms protects us from types

We sleep and 
rest in the 
bedroom.

We study in the 
study room.

We cook food in 
the kitchen.

We brush our teeth 
and take bath in 
the bathroom.

We have meals 
together in the 
dining room.

We spend time with 
our family members 
and friends in the 
drawing room.

Different rooms in a house

4338

Worksheet 2

My SDG JournalMy SEE Journal

A.  Is the image shown above, a common 
sight these days? What is being used 
in this image and for what purpose? 
Have you also experienced this?

   
   
  
  
  

B.  Did you or your family members help 
others during the Covid 19 pandemic? 
If yes, how?

   

   

   

   

   

   

A.  How does a face
mask help to prevent
the spread of diseases?
What is the correct way
of wearing a face mask?

   

   

   

   

   

B.  Do any of your family members 
measure their blood pressure or blood 
sugar at home? If yes, what kind of 
devices do they use?

   

   

   

   

A. Why should we visit 
the dentist regularly?

  __________________________

 __________________________

 __________________________

B. Look at the following picture. 
What does it say about the food 
that we should eat to keep our 
teeth healthy?

  __________________________

 __________________________

A. Why does Ridhima’s mother 
take her to the dentist?

  _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

B. How do you take care of your 
teeth?

  _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

 _______________________

My SEE Journal My SDG Journal

Mom, my teeth are 
fi ne. Why are you 
taking me to the 

dentist?

Ridhima, you should 
visit the dentist 

once every year so 
that your teeth stay 

strong.

Worksheet 2

32

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Test	Generator

Multimedia	E-book

Additional	Worksheets

Detailed	Lesson	Plan Science	Cart

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	• Skill Booster: Section aimed at imparting 21st Century Skills along  

with Cross-curricular Links, India Focus, Art Integration, Experiential  
Learning and Bloom’s Taxonomy

• Worksheet: Interesting questions imparting skills catering to social, emotional and ethical (SEE) needs 
and United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

• Review Corner: Variety of questions for review and assessment
• My Environment My Responsibility (Classes 1 and 2 and Bio 6 and 8): Special pages to spread 

awareness and a sense of responsibility towards the environment
• Eco Craft (Classes 1 and 2): Hands-on activities to enhance learning beyond the classroom
• Happy Accidents (Classes 3 to 5 and Chem 6 to 8): Interesting snippets on discoveries and inventions 

by chance/accidents that led to beneficial ways
• Innovation: The Steppingstone (Classes 3 to 5): Hands-on activities to enhance learning beyond the 

classroom
• STEAM Worksheets/Projects (Bio 7 and Physics 6 to 8): Interesting project ideas integrating Science, 

Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics to solve real-world problems
• Role of Science in Benefitting the Society (Classes 6 to 8): Snippets on the contributions made by 

scientists for the development of the society
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Collins Incredible is a series of eight books for Classes 
1 to 8. Collins Incredible Earth 1 and 2 have been designed 
considering the multidisciplinary nature of Environmental 
Studies. Collins Incredible Science 3 to 8 are focused on 
developing scientific skills and their application in real life. 
The key features of Collins Incredible Series, based on the 5E 
Learning Model, are completely aligned with the National 
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 and the vision of the National 
Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and 
Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat). This series also strives to make 
a shift from rote-learning to competency-based learning, 
in accordance with Structured Assessment For Analyzing 
Learning (SAFAL).

The components of SAFAL—critical thinking, inquiry-based learning and analysis-based 
learning—are woven into the features such as Skills Enrichment Zone, Worksheets, the latest 
National Science Olympiad Paper, SEE Learning, Earth/Science Fair and Khagol Talim 
(Astronomy Education) Worksheets. This series also aims to make the students aware of the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations so that they can become SDG 
Pioneers, Champions or Ambassadors.

• Nature Trail/Science Around Us
• I Am a Scientist
• Skills Enrichment Zone

• STEAM Challenge Worksheet 
• SEE Learning
• Earth/Science Fair

KEY FEATURES

Collins  
Incredible Series 

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Classes 1 to 5
Meenakshi Atal, former Vice Principal of The Heritage School, Kolkata, is an eminent 
educationist and teacher trainer with over four decades of experience.
Debahuti Das of The Heritage School, Kolkata, has a teaching career extending over two 
decades and has been a pioneer in evolving innovative methods of teaching.
Classes 6 to 8
Jasvinder  Kaur  Randhawa,  Formerly  teacher  at  New  Era  Public  School,  Mayapuri,  
New  Delhi; with more than 27 years of experience in teaching and education, she brings in 
her skills in e-learning, educational leadership and curriculum development in her content. 
Priya  Venkatesh, Biology  Teacher,  Gregorian  Public  School,  Maradu,  Cochin;  with  more  
than 15 years of experience in teaching, she brings in her vast knowledge of teaching science 
in her content. 
Satish  Kumar  S, Faculty,  Chinmaya  International  Residential  School;  with  more  than  
21  years  of  experience  in  teaching,  he  brings  in  his  vast  experience  in  engaging  with  
students in his content.

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Test	Generator

Multimedia	E-book

Additional	Worksheets

Detailed	Lesson	Plan Science	Cart

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	
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Enhanced  
Science Now
Enhanced Science Now is a series of eight books for Classes 
1 to 8. This series adheres to the guidelines of the National 
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 and adopts the holistic learning 
theory. This enhanced edition retains the focus of the original, 
where the development of lateral thinking, analytical, research 
and deduction skills in students were encouraged. This 
edition has been enhanced with key features that would help 
in the holistic development of a student through interesting 
questions, projects and activities while providing experiential 
learning and fostering innovative thinking and creativity.

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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 ABOUT THE SERIES EDITORS
Jyothsna Natraj, teacher at Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary School, Chennai 

Dr Geetha Iyer, former Head of Sahyadri School KFI, Pune

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	Plan

Multimedia	E-book

Additional	Worksheets

Science	Cart
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Collins  
Perfect Science  
Assessments 
Collins Perfect Science Assessments is a comprehensive science self-assessment series 
for classes 6 to 10, for schools across all boards. This series adheres to the guidelines of 
the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 in which self-assessment is stated as one of the 
tools for transforming the culture of assessment. This series follows a holistic approach 
and promotes active engagement with learning. It aims to make the students move 
away from rote learning; and hence, elevate the status of the student from a passive 
learner to an active learner and facilitate learner autonomy, higher cognitive abilities 
and metacognitive engagement. A smooth transition of questions from easy, average 
to difficult would enable better understanding of concepts, self-analysis and hence 
excellence in any competitive exam.

The workbooks can also be used by teachers for review and assessments in an academic 
year, if they want to, as each assessment paper has a variety of questions.

CLASSES 6 TO 10

Register on  

https://cpsa.collins.in/omr/  

to attempt the  

questions online.
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 ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Excelschool Solutions (ESS) is the premier learning division of Excel Soft technologies catering 
to the K12 segment. ESS endeavors to provide educational institutions with learning tools 
and technologies to enrich their pedagogical model. With a vast array of curricular and co-
curricular solutions, ESS partners with over 8000+ schools worldwide in redefining the context 
of learning. ESS engages with institutions across the spectrum with learning aids, learning 
events, projects, lesson packs, activity labs, teacher training and audits. These solutions are 
closely planned and delivered by a 50 + member team comprising of research scholars, PhDs, 
M.Eds as well as very experienced teachers.

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Practice	books	
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Collins Science 
Workbook
Collins Science Workbook is a series of three workbooks for 
classes 6 to 8, which are aimed at providing comprehensive 
practice for the development and understanding of scientific 
concepts. The worksheets are in accordance with the 
recommendations of the National Curriculum Framework 
2005 and the syllabus prescribed by National Council of 
Educational Research and Training (NCERT).

• Recap of the chapter Main concepts of 
the chapter for quick recall

• Concept Map Summary of the chapter in 
the form of a flowchart

• Worksheets Five worksheets per chapter
• Worksheet 1 Objective type questions 

based on the first half of the chapter

• Worksheet 2 Short answer type questions 
based on the first half of the chapter

• Worksheet 3 Objective type questions 
based on the second half of the chapter

• Worksheet 4 Short answer type questions 
based on the second half of the chapter

• Worksheet 5 Objective and subjective 
type questions based on the entire chapter

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 6 TO 8
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Workbooks	



Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7 Class 8 Class 9 Class 10

Collins Maths 
Expert (New)        

Perfect Maths        

Updated Maths 
Zone        

Collins Perfect  
Maths 
Assessments

    

Mental Maths        

Let's Practise        

Collins Maths 
Workbook   

Maths
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What’s New



Collins has an exciting range of mathematics coursebooks and workbooks 
catering to different curricula across the country.

Our Maths courses adhere to the principles outlined in the National Education 
Policy 2020 and follow the ‘5Es’ — Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend, and 
Evaluate.

This year we brought out Collins Maths Expert (Classes 1 to 8), which is based 
on extensive practice based approach for numeracy skills with a special focus 
on critical thinking, problem solving life skills. The series beautifully integrates 
NEP elements (Experiential Learning, Art Integration, Cross-Curricular, India 
Focus and 21st Century Skills) and Sustainable Development Goals to make 
mathematics engaging for students through emphasizing connections between 
mathematics and day-to-day experiences. 

Maths Zone 1 Updated Edition

Maths Zone 1
Key Features

Course Components
• IMO Paper • Vedic Maths • Colourful Cartoon Spreads • Poster

• Coursebooks 1 to 8

• Collins DigiSuite 1 to 8   

• Teacher’s Resource Books 1 to 8

Multimedia 

eBook

Test 
Generator

Collins 

Dictionary

Collins 

Pictionary

Teacher's 

Resource Books

Multimedia eBook

Collins Pictionary

Collins Dictionary

Teacher’s Resource Books

Contains a level appropriate Dictionary for ready reference

Comprises Lesson Plans, Answer Keys, Worksheets, Projects and 

sample Question Papers

Collins DigiSuite for Teachers

Mathometer

Test Generator

Includes level appropriate Mathematical Games and Activities

 

Has pedagogically-graded Picture Dictionary with pronunciation

Is a  Question Paper Creator with multiple options; includes a  Question Bank with 

additional questions  

Consists of Animations,  Audio, Videos, Slide Shows and Interactive Exercises
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Updated Edition

Maths Zone (Updated Edition) is a series of eight books for Classes 1 to 8. The series conforms to the objectives 

outlined in National Curriculum Framework. The updated edition of Maths Zone, trying to make a di�erence with 

its new features, incorporates the latest requirements across various boards. With its activity-oriented approach, 

the series aims to inculcate lateral thinking, analytical, research and deduction skills in students.
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KG Jeyalakshmi has taught mathematics for more than two decades at Vidyamandir 

Senior Secondary School, Chennai. She is passionate about using technology for 

making the learning of mathematics  easy and enjoyable for children.

Series Editor

Let’s Practise (Revised Edition) is a series of eight workbooks for classes 1 to 8, 
which are aimed at giving comprehensive practice to support child’s development 
of mathematical skills. The series is planned primarily as a series of worksheets  
presented in a variety of simple and engaging styles. The worksheets are  
benchmarked against the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and 
NCERT syllabus requirements.

Let’s Practise 1 Revised Edition

Maths Workbook

Collins  •  Inspiring learners today.

William Collins’ dream of ‘knowledge 
for all’ began with the publication of his 
first book in 1819. Since then, Collins 
has published some of the world’s most 
prestigious and well-known reference 
and school books. 

Collins aims to give teachers everything  
they need to teach today, in a way that is 
fully supported and is clear for students 
to use.

Key Features

•     Quick Facts to recall the important points learnt in a chapter
•      Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce understanding of the  

fundamental concepts
•      Revision Worksheet at the end of each chapter to provide focused and 

comprehensive practice
•      Mental Maths to develop essential mental maths skills
•      Challenge to sharpen thinking skills
•      Puzzle Corner to enhance the application of the concepts learnt in a  

fun way
•      Value-based Question to understand the basic values through the  

application of practical aspects
•       Reasoning Worksheets  to help develop reasoning and problem-solving skills 
•       Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master shortcut techniques which aid in 

faster calculations
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Collins Maths Expert is a series of eight books for Classes 1 
to 8. With an extensive practice based approach for numeracy 
skills, the series also aims to inculcate calculative, critical 
thinking with problem solving life skills. The series is designed 
keeping in mind the competencies framed under National 
Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and 
Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat).
With numerous solved examples, quick reference for important 
points, interactive exercises, graphic organizers and variety of 
questions in exercise and worksheets; this series is suitable for 
a hands on and intensive drilling based learning.

NEW

• Bridge Chapter: A variety of questions based on the previous grade for quick recapitulation
• Prior Knowledge: List of topics to help construct connections between old and new knowledge
• Learning Objectives: List of main topics that will be covered in a chapter
• Let’s Get Started: Interactive exercise to begin a chapter
• Solved Examples: A variety of worked out examples based on each topic
• Remember: Important points for quick reference 
• Alert: Snippets to clear common misconceptions and mistakes
• Exercise: Purposefully designed in-text exercises 
• Word Problems: Textual questions based on real-life situations
• Key Concepts: A graphic organizer to recap the chapter
• Revision Exercise: Variety of questions based on the topics covered in the chapter
• Test Paper: Variety of questions based on the entire book
• Answer Keys: Solutions to Exercise and Revision Exercise
• Poster: Hands-on/STEAM-based posters to develop 21st Century Skills

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8

Collins  
Maths Expert 
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite

Average of a certain number of values/quantities 
indicates what the equal distribution of that quantity 
would have been. 

Average = Sum of all the values in the group
Total number of values in the group

Another name for average is arithmetic mean, commonly referred to as the mean 
of a set of values.
Example 25: Sita eats 4 sweets on Monday, 9 sweets on Tuesday and 5 sweets 
on Wednesday. Find the average number of sweets she eats per day.
Solution: To find the average number of sweets Sita ate per day, divide the total 
number of sweets by the number of days, that is divide 18 by 3. 
Total number of sweets Sita eats in 3 days = 4 + 9 + 5 = 18

AVERAGE 

 
Average = Sum of all the values

Number of days = 4 + 9 + 5 = 18 = 63 3
This means that on these 3 days, if she had eaten equal number of sweets out of 
the total 18 sweets, she would have eaten 6 sweets per day.
Example 26: Priyanka walked 3 km on day 1, 5 km on day 2, 6 km on day 3 and 
6 km on day 4. Find the average number of kilometres she walked per day.
Solution: Total number of kilometres she walked = 3 + 5 + 6 + 6 = 20 
  Number of days = 4
  Average number of kilometres she walked per day = 20 

4  = 5
  So, Priyanka walked an average of 5 km per day.
Example 27: Find the average of the first 5 multiples of 5 starting from 10.
Solution: The first 5 multiples of 5 starting from 10 are 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30.

Average = Sum of all the values
Total number of values 

= 10 + 15 + 20 + 25 + 30 = 100 = 205 5
  So, the average of the first 5 multiples of 5 starting from 10 is 20. 

•		The	terms	‘values’	and	
‘quantities’	refer	to	the	
numbers of a given set 
of data.

RemembeR
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1. Choose the correct option.
	 a.	 	Which	is	the	greatest	number?	
  i. 4    ii. 2    iii. 7    iv. 5 
	 b.	 The	number	6	is	written	as	_______. 
	 	 i.	 five		 	 	 ii.	 four	 	 	 iii.	 six	 	 	 	 iv.	 two	
	 c.	 Which	is	the	smallest	number?	
  i. 1    ii. 0    iii. 6    iv. 9
	 d.	 Which	group	shows	7	balloons?
  i.   ii.   iii.   iv. 

2.  Fill in the blanks.
	 a.	 _______	is	just	before	13.
	 b.	 _______	is	just	after	17.
	 c.	 _______	is	in	between	11	and	13.
	 d.	 _______	and	_______	are	between	14	and	17.
	 e.	 _______,	_______	and	_______	are	between	16	and	20.

3.  Write the numbers and the number names of the following.
 a. 

  Number _______    Number	name	___________________

 b. 

  Number _______    Number	name	___________________

4.  Count the number of pictures and circle the correct number for each of the 
following.

 a.  

  

10 8 6

Revision exeRcise

24
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The Great Pyramid of Giza is the oldest of the seven wonders of the ancient world, and 
the only one to remain largely intact. Apart from Egypt, pyramids were found in other 
countries also, including India. Find more about pyramids and write a few interesting 
facts here.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Pyramids are always named after their bases. The pyramid that we have made just 
now is a square pyramid. If you want to make a hexagonal pyramid, what changes 
will you make? Write the steps here.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

You must have read about prisms along with pyramids. How are prisms different from 
pyramids? Can you make a triangular prism?  Write the steps here. Also, take a picture 
of your project and paste it in the box.

All I Need Is: _____________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Let’s Start: _____________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Cut the 
triangles using 
your scissors.

Draw a square on another 
cardboard piece such that its side 
is longer than the base of the 
triangles. Cut out the square.

Now spread glue over the 
pyramid and the base using a 
paint brush or a spoon to make 
an even layer over each surface. 

Pour sand over the pyramid and the base 
while the glue is still wet. If sand is not 

Now glue the bottom 
of the pyramid into the 
middle of this cardboard 
piece.

Draw several vertical and 
horizontal lines on each side 
of the pyramid with a dark 
brown or black permanent 
marker to imitate the 
appearance of bricks.

Glue the sides of all four 
triangles together to form a 
pyramid shape. You can also 
use cellotape to hold the 
sides firmly.

1
2

4

7

5

8

6

3

Measure and draw four equal triangles on 
the cardboard, using a pencil and a ruler. 
Remember that the larger your triangles, 
the bigger your pyramid will be.

Let us build a square pyramid

All you need is... Thick cardboard pieces, Glue, Cellotape, Brown or black 
permanent marker, Scissors, Pencil, Ruler, Paint brush, Sand and/or glitter

Let’s Start!

available, you can pour 
glitter also, but sand 
will give more realistic 
look. And your pyramid 
is ready.

Regrouping Ones and Tens

Example 12: 86 × 32
Solution:

Th H T O

8 6

3 2

1 7 2

2 5 8 0

2 7 5 2

×

+

1
1

So, 86 × 32 = 2752. 

With Carrying
Example 11: 26 × 15
Solution: Step 1: Multiply the ones and regroup.

H T O

32 6

1 5

1 3 0

×

First, 6 × 5 = 30.
Write 0 below 5 in the ones column.
Carry forward 3 of 30 to the tens column.
2 × 5 = 10; now add 3 (carried forward). Thus, 10 + 3 = 13.
Write 13 before 0.

Step 2: Multiply the tens.

Write 0 below 0 in the 
ones column. Then, 
6 × 1 = 6
2 × 1 = 2

H T O

32 6

1 5

1 3 0

2 6 0

×

Step 3: Add both the products.

  

H T O

32 6

1 5

1 3 0

2 6 0

3 9 0

×

+

 
So, 26 × 15 = 390.

Alert

• 		If	we	write	the	number	carried	forward,	 
one on top of the other, then we will not 
make mistakes.

• 		When	multiplying	the	tens,	first	write	0	in	the	
ones column and then multiply the digits.

H T O

2 5

3 4

1 0 0

7 5

1 7 5

2
1

×

H T O

2 5

3 4

1 0 0

7 5 0

8 5 0

1
2

×

+

We have 
circled 1 to 
distinguish 
it from the 

earlier carried 
forward 

number 1.
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2

Let’s Get Started

Prior Knowledge Learning Objectives

•  Properties of addition
•  Adding 2-digit numbers with and 

without regrouping
•  Adding 1-, 2- or 3-digit numbers with 

3-digit numbers without regrouping
•  Solving daily-life problems on addition
•  Estimating the sum of given numbers

•  Addition of 3-digit numbers with 
regrouping

•  Addition of 4-digit numbers without and 
with regrouping

•  Addition of 5-digit numbers without and 
with regrouping

•  Word problems on addition
•  Estimation of the sum

Addition

= 54 = 16 = 11

=+ +
e.

=+ +
f.

=+=+
a. b.

= =+ +
c. d.

Look at the flowers and the number each represents. Replace the flowers with 
numbers and solve the sums given below.

31
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Perfect Maths 
Perfect Maths is a series of eight books for classes 1 to 8. 
This series adheres to the guidelines of the National Education 
Policy (NEP) 2020 and is aligned with the vision of the 
National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding 
and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat). This series, based on the 5E 
Learning Model, strives to make a shift from rote-learning 
to competency-based learning, in accordance with Structured 
Assessment For Analyzing Learning (SAFAL).
The components of SAFAL—critical thinking, inquiry-based 
learning and analysis-based learning—are woven into the 
features such as Exercises, Mental Maths, Chapter Revision, 
Skill Up!, Worksheets, Reasoning Worksheets, Review/
Assessment Corner and PISA Corner (Classes 6 to 8).

Key features of this series have been meticulously designed to effectively integrate the main 
elements of NEP 2020 (21st Century Skills, Art Integration, Experiential Learning, Cross-
curricular and India Focus). The series also aims to make the students aware of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations so that they can become SDG Pioneers, 
Champions or Ambassadors.

• Maths Around Us
• Maths Lab Activity
• Skill Up!
• Worksheets

• SEE (Social, Emotional, Ethical) Learning
• Maths Mela
• Eminent Mathematicians

KEY FEATURES
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS:
CLASSES 1 TO 5
Prabha  Sethy,  formerly  a  teacher  at  Welham  Boys’  School,  
Dehradun,  with  more  than  30  years  of  experience in teaching 
mathematics, brings in resources from everyday life into her content.

CLASSES 6 TO 8
Mona Jhunjhunwala, currently teacher at The Heritage School, Kolkata, 
with more than 19 years of experience in teaching mathematics in both 
CBSE and CISCE curricula, brings in her vast knowledge and passion for 
teaching mathematics in her content.

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Additional	Worksheets

MathometerDetailed	Lesson	Plan

Multimedia	E-book
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Maths Zone
Maths Zone (Updated Edition) is a series of eight books 
for Classes 1 to 8. The series conforms to the objectives 
outlined in the National Curriculum Framework. 
The updated edition of Maths Zone, trying to make a 
difference with its new features, incorporates the latest 
requirements across various boards. With its activity-
oriented approach, the series aims to inculcate lateral 
thinking, analytical, research and deduction skills in 
students.

• Remember brings the focus to certain 
important points covered

• Exercises after each topic to revise the 
concept just learnt

• Mental Maths to help practise calculation 
skills and deductive reasoning 

• Cross-curricular Links (for Classes 1 to 5) 
integrate knowledge across subjects

• Common Errors to help children 
understand and avoid the mistakes they 
often make

• Revision Exercises at the end of each 
chapter for a comprehensive review of the 
concepts 

• Maths Lab Activity to test skills of 
investigation, observation and deduction

• Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) 
and Challenge questions to sharpen the 
thinking skills 

• Worksheets to reinforce practice with fun 
exercises

• Projects to extend the concepts learnt to 
real-life applications 

• Summary (for Classes 6 to 8) gives 
a snapshot of the chapter for quick 
recapitulation

• Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master 
shortcut techniques which aid in faster 
calculations

KEY FEATURES

Maths Zone 1 Updated Edition

Maths Zone 1
Key Features

Course Components

• IMO Paper • Vedic Maths • Colourful Cartoon Spreads • Poster• Coursebooks 1 to 8

• Collins DigiSuite 1 to 8   

• Teacher’s Resource Books 1 to 8

Multimedia 
eBook

Test 
Generator

Collins 
Dictionary

Collins 
Pictionary

Teacher's 
Resource Books

Multimedia eBook

Collins Pictionary

Collins Dictionary

Teacher’s Resource Books

Contains a level appropriate Dictionary for ready reference

Comprises Lesson Plans, Answer Keys, Worksheets, Projects and 
sample Question Papers

Collins DigiSuite for Teachers

Mathometer

Test Generator

Includes level appropriate Mathematical Games and Activities

 

Has pedagogically-graded Picture Dictionary with pronunciation

Is a  Question Paper Creator with multiple options; includes a  Question Bank with 

additional questions  

Consists of Animations,  Audio, Videos, Slide Shows and Interactive Exercises
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Updated Edition

Maths Zone (Updated Edition) is a series of eight books for Classes 1 to 8. The series conforms to the objectives 

outlined in National Curriculum Framework. The updated edition of Maths Zone, trying to make a di�erence with 

its new features, incorporates the latest requirements across various boards. With its activity-oriented approach, 

the series aims to inculcate lateral thinking, analytical, research and deduction skills in students.
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KG Jeyalakshmi has taught mathematics for more than two decades at Vidyamandir 

Senior Secondary School, Chennai. She is passionate about using technology for 

making the learning of mathematics  easy and enjoyable for children.

Series Editor

Maths Zone 8 Updated Edition

Maths Zone 8
Key Features

Course Components

• IMO Paper • Vedic Maths • Colourful Cartoon Spreads • Poster• Coursebooks 1 to 8

• Collins DigiSuite 1 to 8   

• Teacher’s Resource Books 1 to 8

Multimedia 
eBook

Test 
Generator

Collins 
Dictionary

Collins 
Pictionary

Teacher's 
Resource Books

Multimedia eBook

Collins Pictionary

Collins Dictionary

Teacher’s Resource Books

Contains a level appropriate Dictionary for ready reference

Comprises Lesson Plans, Answer Keys, Worksheets, Projects and 
sample Question Papers

Collins DigiSuite for Teachers

Mathometer

Test Generator

Includes level appropriate Mathematical Games and Activities

 

Has pedagogically-graded Picture Dictionary with pronunciation

Is a Question Paper Creator with multiple options; includes a Question Bank with 

additional questions  

Consists of Animations, Audio, Videos, Slide Shows and Interactive Exercises
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Updated Edition

Maths Zone (Updated Edition) is a series of eight books for Classes 1 to 8. The series conforms to the objectives 

outlined in National Curriculum Framework. The updated edition of Maths Zone, trying to make a di�erence with 

its new features, incorporates the latest requirements across various boards. With its activity-oriented approach, 

the series aims to inculcate lateral thinking, analytical, research and deduction skills in students.
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Taruni Soin has taught mathematics for nearly four decades in various schools including 

Springdales School and Sanskriti School in Delhi. A recipient of the prestigious Fulbright 

Award for Teachers, presently she teaches at Suncity World School, Gurgaon.

Series Editor

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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 ABOUT THE SERIES EDITORS
K. G. Jeyalakshmi, teacher at Vidyamandir Senior Secondary School, Chennai

Taruni Soin, teacher at Suncity World School, Gurugram 

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys
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Additional	Worksheets
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Collins  
Perfect Maths 
Assessments
Collins Perfect Maths Assessments is a comprehensive maths self-
assessment series for classes 6 to 10, for schools across all boards. This series 
adheres to the guidelines of the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 in 
which self-assessment is stated as one of the tools for transforming the 
culture of assessment. This series follows a holistic approach and promotes 
active engagement with learning. It aims to make the students move away 
from rote learning; and hence, elevate the status of the student from a 
passive learner to an active learner and facilitate learner autonomy, higher 
cognitive abilities and metacognitive engagement. A smooth transition of 
questions from easy, average to difficult would enable better understanding 
of concepts, self-analysis and hence excellence in any competitive exam.

The workbooks can also be used by teachers for review and assessments in 
an academic year, if they want to, as each assessment paper has a variety of 
questions.

CLASSES 6 TO 10

Register on  

https://cpsa.collins.in/omr/  

to attempt the  

questions online.
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Practice	Books

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Excelschool Solutions (ESS) is the premier learning division of Excel Soft technologies catering to the K12 segment. ESS 
endeavors to provide educational institutions with learning tools and technologies to enrich their pedagogical model. With 
a vast array of curricular and co-curricular solutions, ESS partners with over 8000+ schools worldwide in redefining the 
context of learning. ESS engages with institutions across the spectrum with learning aids, learning events, projects, lesson 
packs, activity labs, teacher training and audits. These solutions are closely planned and delivered by a 50 + member team 
comprising of research scholars, PhDs, M.Eds as well as very experienced teachers.
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Let’s Practise 
Maths Workbook
Let’s Practise (Revised Edition) is a series of eight 
workbooks for classes 1 to 8, which are aimed at giving 
comprehensive practice to support child’s development of 
mathematical skills. The series is planned primarily as a 
series of worksheets presented in a variety of simple and 
engaging styles. The worksheets are benchmarked against 
the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and 
NCERT syllabus requirements.

• Quick Facts to recall the important points 
learnt in a chapter

• Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce 
understanding of the fundamental 
concepts

• Revision Worksheet at the end of 
each chapter to provide focused and 
comprehensive practice

• Mental Maths to develop essential mental 
maths skills

• Challenge to sharpen thinking skills

• Puzzle Corner to enhance the application 
of the concepts learnt in a fun way

• Value-based Question to understand the 
basic values through the application of 
practical aspects

• Reasoning Worksheets to help develop 
reasoning and problem-solving skills

• Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master 
shortcut techniques which aid in faster 
calculations

KEY FEATURES

Let’s Practise (Revised Edition) is a series of eight workbooks for classes 1 to 8, 

which are aimed at giving comprehensive practice to support child’s development 

of mathematical skills. The series is planned primarily as a series of worksheets  

presented in a variety of simple and engaging styles. The worksheets are  

benchmarked against the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and 

NCERT syllabus requirements.

Let’s Practise 1 Revised EditionMaths Workbook

Collins  •  Inspiring learners today.

William Collins’ dream of ‘knowledge for all’ began with the publication of his first book in 1819. Since then, Collins has published some of the world’s most prestigious and well-known reference and school books. 

Collins aims to give teachers everything  they need to teach today, in a way that is fully supported and is clear for students to use.

Key Features
•     Quick Facts to recall the important points learnt in a chapter
•      Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce understanding of the  

fundamental concepts•      Revision Worksheet at the end of each chapter to provide focused and 
comprehensive practice•      Mental Maths to develop essential mental maths skills

•      Challenge to sharpen thinking skills•      Puzzle Corner to enhance the application of the concepts learnt in a  
fun way

•      Value-based Question to understand the basic values through the  
application of practical aspects•       Reasoning Worksheets  to help develop reasoning and problem-solving skills 

•       Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master shortcut techniques which aid in 
faster calculations
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Let’s Practise (Revised Edition) is a series of eight workbooks for classes 1 to 8, 

which are aimed at giving comprehensive practice to support child’s development 

of mathematical skills. The series is planned primarily as a series of worksheets  

presented in a variety of simple and engaging styles. The worksheets are  

benchmarked against the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and 

NCERT syllabus requirements.

Let’s Practise 8 Revised EditionMaths Workbook

Collins  •  Inspiring learners today.

William Collins’ dream of ‘knowledge for all’ began with the publication of his first book in 1819. Since then, Collins has published some of the world’s most prestigious and well-known reference and school books. 

Collins aims to give teachers everything  they need to teach today, in a way that is fully supported and is clear for students to use.

Key Features
•     Quick Facts to recall the important points learnt in a chapter
•      Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce understanding of the  

fundamental concepts•      Revision Worksheet at the end of each chapter to provide focused and 
comprehensive practice•      Mental Maths to develop essential mental maths skills

•      Challenge to sharpen thinking skills•      Puzzle Corner to enhance the application of the concepts learnt in a  
fun way

•      Value-based Question to understand the basic values through the  
application of practical aspects•       Reasoning Worksheets  to help develop reasoning and problem-solving skills 

•       Vedic Maths (Classes 3 to 8) to master shortcut techniques which aid in 
faster calculations

Revised Edition
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103

Reasoning Worksheets

WORKSHEET 1

1. Anil took some money from his friend and bought the following items:

Item Cost of each item 
(T)

Number of items bought

Jacket  900  2
T-shirt  555  6
T-shirt 1000  3
Shoes 2200  2
Socks  175 10

 He returned the money taken in a year by paying equal amounts every month. How 
much did he pay each month?
a. D14,280 b. D2380 c. D1428 d. D1190

2. Pick the odd one out.
(Hint: Observe the angle between the hands of the clock.)
a.  12

67 5
4

2
111

10

8
39

 b.  12

67 5
4

2
111

10

8
39

 c. 12

67 5
4

2
111

10

8
39

d.  12

67 5
4

2
111

10

8
39

3. Arrange the following cards in the ascending order of their area.

Happy 1
Anniversary

5
Happy 
Birthday

3

Best Wishes

2
Miss 
You

4
Good 
Luck

a. 3, 5, 1, 2, 4 b. 4, 2, 1, 3, 5 c. 4, 2, 1, 5, 3 d. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
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1. What is 1
6  of a right angle?

a. 	15◦	 b. 30◦	 c. 45◦	 d. 90◦
2.  Find the area of the fi gure given below.

 

1 cm

1 cm

a. 9	sq.	cm	 b. 14	sq.	cm	 c. 10	sq.	cm	 d. 12	sq.	cm
3. What fraction of the block is unshaded?

 

a.  2
5 	 b.  4

5 	 c.  3
5 	 d.  41

100
4. Pick the odd one out with respect to their turns.

a. 	 b.  	 c.  	 	 d. 

WORKSHEET 2
Volume using Blocks
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Vedic Maths

Multiplication by All from 9 and last from 10

For multiplying two numbers that are both close to the base numbers 10, 100, 1000, etc., we use 
the quick method of All from 9 and the last from 10 sutra.
When you apply this sutra to any number, it gives the complement of that number. For the 
last number (digit in the ones place), the complement should be calculated from 10. For all the 
remaining digits, the complement should be calculated from 9.
The complement of one-digit number should be calculated as the difference from 10; the 
complement of a 2-digit number should be calculated as the difference from 100; the complement 
of a 3-digit number should be calculated as the difference from 1000 and so on.
For example, the complement of 6 is 4; the complement of 78 is 22; the complement of 825 is 175.
Once the concept of All from 9 and the last from 10 is understood properly, multiplication of 
numbers using complements is very easy to understand.
Example 1: Multiply 87 × 93 (Numbers below the base)
Write down the two numbers and their complements to the right of the number.

87 ‒ 13
× 93 ‒ 07_______

80 / 91_______
0  0

  Step 1:  Complement of 87 is 13. Write it as minus 13 to show that it is 13 less than 100 
Complement of 93 is 7. Write it as minus 7 to show that it is 7 less than 100.

  Step 2:  Multiply the complements (‒13 × ‒7 = +91). Place a stroke line to show two 
parts of the answer. 
Carry-over digits are written as shown.

 Step 3:  Cross-subtract (or cross-add, as per the case) 87 – 13 (also 93 – 07) = 80  
(no number needs to be carried over)

So, the answer is 8091.
Example 2: Multiply 94 × 66 (Numbers below the base)
Write down the two numbers and their complements to the right of the number.

94 ‒ 06
× 66 ‒ 34_______

62 / 04_______
2  2

 Step 1:  Complement of 94 is 6. Write it as minus 6 to show that it is 6 less than 100 
Complement of 66 is 34. Write it as minus 34 to show that it is 34 less than 
100.

 Step 2:  Multiply the complements (‒6  × ‒34 = 204). Place a stroke line to show 
two parts of the answer. 
Carry-over digits are written as shown.

 Step 3:  Cross-subtract (or cross-add, as per the case) 94 – 34 (also 66 – 06) = 60 + 2 
(carried over) = 62

So, the answer is 6204.
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Mental Maths
Collins Mental Maths is a series of eight books available 
from Levels 1 to 8 which is linked to the curriculum 
requirement of each primary group as per NCF guidelines.

A fun way to test understanding of 
mathematical concepts and skills

• Allows students to assess their progress 
with result charts

• Supports school work at home

• Worksheets become progressively more 
challenging to ensure advancement

• Develops strong skills for exam success

• Each worksheet contains a revision 
element to ensure that students have fully 
understood the previous worksheet

• Includes notes for teachers and parents to 
help students’ learning

KEY FEATURES

5

Exercise 1Exercise 1Exercise 1

ScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScoreScore

1  Write the missing numbers on the number line.

2 3 6 7 9 1010

2   1 more than 5 is 6.

 

 1 more than 6 is .

 

3   Shade the circles.

 

4   How many circles? 5   How many squares?

6   Who has less?

Anu Renu  Anu Renu

 

7  
       +   =
   5 + 2 = 7

       +    =
   6  +  3 = 

8   3 more than 4 is . 9   2 more than 1 is .

10  Write the next three numbers in the squares.

 
1 2 3 4

44

Score

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Solutions

Exercise 40

1   Find x in the given figure.

L

P

M
N x

O
90o 90o

30 o

120o

2   In the parallelogram  
EFGH, the  
bisectors of    

E F

GH
A  

∠E and ∠F  
meet at point  
A. Find ∠EAF

3   Is it possible to construct a quadrilateral with angles measuring 
35°, 120°, 95° and 115°? Give reasons.

4   Would the points P(1,2), Q(2,3), R(3,4) and S(5,6) form a linear 
graph?

5   In a bag, there are 5 black balls and 5 yellow balls. What is the 
probability of drawing each ball without looking into it? Are 
the events equally likely?

6   In grouping of data, the difference between the lower limit and 
the upper limit is called the  .

7   If you rolled a dice 500 times, how many sixes would you 
expect to get?

8   Write the points where a line joining (20, 30) and (50, 60) 
meet the x-axis and y-axis.

9   In the given figure, BEST is a rectangle    T

2y+
3 3y+5

B

Q

S

E

 
whose diagonals meet  
at Q. If BQ = 2y + 3 and QE = 3y + 5, find y.

10   Find x, y and z in the rhombus   
K

15
8 O

z
x+y

x+
2

EI

T

 
KITE given alongside.

11   In the trapezium WXYZ,    
W X

YZ

75o 63o

 
find the  remaining angles.

12   A  is a circle graph which shows the relationship 
between a  and its parts.

13   A point (0,6) will lie on  .

14   Name the quadrilateral whose diagonals are perpendicular 
bisectors of each other.

15   The class size of the class interval (0.9–1.7) is  .

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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Exercise 5

5

Score

1
-
-
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

120
720

2
12
25
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

24
50

-
-
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

24
50

24
50-

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

3
3
5

4
3

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

-æ
è
ç

ö,
7
9-

æ
è
ç

ö 2
15
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

4
-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

6
9

1
10-

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

5
1

1
5
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

5
1
5
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

1
3
æ
è
ç
ö

6
-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

2
5

+
6
10-

æ
è
ç

ö -
9

15
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

3
45
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

7
1
4
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

1
14

8 3
1
5

2
12
35

9
-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

-
-

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

121
144

288
143

´

10
224
81

512
225

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷¸

11 15
1
2

1
4

8
1

12 120
3
4

13 7
44

13

14
1
2

15

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Solutions
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Exercise 5Exercise 5Exercise 5

  15  35

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
12, 16, 24, 48
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Exercise xx

Score

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Solutions

34

Exercise 34

1   The perimeter of a rhombus of side 8 cm is
 a. 16 cm b. 64 cm c. 80 cm d. 32 cm

2   If the perimeter of an 
equilateral triangle is 17.35 cm,  
what is the length of each 
side (in cm)?

3   A rectangular piece of paper 
has a width of 8.5 inches 
and an area of 93.5 square 
inches. What is its length?

4   A square garden is 20 m 
wide. How many metres 
of fence will be needed to 
enclose the garden?

6   Converting 8 m2 to hm2 will 
give

 a. 0.0008 hm2

 b. 0.008 hm2

 c. 0.00008 hm2

 d. 8 × 10−5 hm25   Convert 300 dam2 to dm2.

7   A parallelogram has a height of 7 cm and a base of 8 cm. Find 
its area (in cm2).

8   A circle has diameter of 23 cm.  
Find its circumference.

10   Find the area of ∆PQR.

6 cm

4 cm

K

P

RQ

9   A triangular carpet has a 
base of 10 feet and a height 
of 12 feet. Find its area.

11   The areas of two circles 
are in the ratio 9:25. If the 
radius of the bigger circle is 
4 cm, find the radius of the 
smaller circle.

12   A path 2.5 m wide runs inside 
the boundary of a square 
field whose side is 30 m. 
Find the cost of covering 
the path with gravel at the 
rate of `3.50 per m2.

13   Find the area of the shaded 
region. Use x = 3.14. The 
measurements are in cm.

5

10

14   Find the area of the shaded 
region if the side of the square 
measures 14 cm and the 
radius of the circle is 7 cm.

15   Find the area of a right-angled triangle whose base is 12 cm 
and hypotenuse is 13 cm.

Exercises 31 to 40.indd   4 12/15/2015   12:49:14 PM
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ScoreScoreScore

111

222

333

444

555

666

777

888

999

101010

111111

121212

131313

141414

151515

SolutionsSolutionsSolutions1   ÷ 8  = 10

2   (6 × 3) + (3 × 5) =  

3   What is the sum of 
18, 36 and 27?

4   What is the next number? 
1250, 1150, 1050, 

5   What number
is at Y?

6   Anju has to share 
equally her box of 
48 chocolates with her 
two brothers.

 How many does she get?

7   Write down four numbers that have 2 as 
a factor.

8   1 − 0.9 = 9   2 1
4  = ?

4

10   12  + 1
2  = 1

 0.5 + 0.5 = 

11   If today is Friday, what 
day will it be in two 
weeks’ time?

12   15 =  × 15 13   Add the even numbers:
 30, 31, 32, 33

14   What are the values of A and B?

A B 6
4 9 14
12 8 7

15   99 × 21 = (99 × 20) + (99 × )

2990

Y

3005

Exercise 22Exercise 22Exercise 22
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CLASSES 6 TO 8

Collins Maths Workbook is a series of three workbooks 
for classes 6 to 8, which are aimed at giving comprehensive 
practice to support child’s development of mathematical skills. 
The series is planned primarily as a series of multifaceted 
worksheets presented in a variety of simple and engaging 
styles. The multifaceted worksheets are benchmarked against 
the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework and 
NCERT syllabus requirements.

• Recall Important points learnt in a 
chapter for quick review

• Worksheets in each chapter to reinforce 
understanding of the fundamental 
concepts

• Revision Worksheet at the end of 
each chapter to provide focused and 
comprehensive practice

• Cognitive Corner A variety of questions 
to help the students monitor, develop and 
communicate their thinking processes, 
such as:

  Mental Maths to develop essential 
mental maths skills

  Challenge to sharpen thinking skills
  Puzzle to enhance the application of 

the concepts learnt in a fun way
  Life Skills to create awareness, 

empathy and a positive attitude 
towards self and others

• Reasoning Worksheets to help develop 
reasoning and problem-solving skills

• Vedic Maths to master shortcut 
techniques which aid in faster calculations

KEY FEATURES

Collins Maths 
Workbook
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Class 
1

Class 
2

Class 
3

Class 
4

Class 
5

Class 
6

Class 
7

Class 
8

Bumblebee     

Cascade        

Excursions (Revised)        

Collins Map Practice 
Book   

EVS and Social Studies
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Junior
Atlas
Atlas publishers 

since 1826

A stimulating 

resource with 

nearly 100 maps, 

photographs and 

activities for 

skills-buildingJunior Atlas

299.00
ISBN 978-93-9019-171

-0

9 789390 191710

 for Teachers

Interactive
Activities

Additional
Resources

Multimedia
eBook

Multimedia eBook

Interactive Activities

Additional Resources

Consists of animations and videos

Includes an atlas quiz

Includes printable outline maps and activity sheets

Discover world themes

Explore landscapes
Find places in the world

Study statistics

C
ollins

J
u
n
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r A
tla

s

India Junior Atlas cover.indd   All Pages

26/07/2021   12:10

Also Available

In our EVS books, we promote multidisciplinary approach that sensitizes 
children to the environment and also instills in them values and life skills. 

The Social Studies books help children make sense of the world through 
stimulating content and tasks. We brought out two new course in adhering to 
the principles outlined in the NEP 2020.  

In addition, the Map Practice Workbooks help students develop and practise 
their map reading skills.
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Bumblebee 
Bumblebee is an innovative skill-based course on 
Environmental Studies for classes 1 to 5. The series focuses 
on 21st Century Learning and inculcates in young learners 
the skills important to excel in the age of information. 
It encourages them to explore their world and foster 
environmental awareness and sustainability. This series 
of five books adheres to the National Education Policy, 
2020. The activities enrich learners with foundational 
literacy and numeracy to achieve competencies in reading, 
writing and numeracy as outlined in NIPUN Bharat. The 
assessments track progress on core competencies under 
Structured Assessment for Analyzing Learning Levels 
(SAFAL).

CLASSES 1 TO 5

• Smart Skills  Activities based on learning skills, literacy skills and life skills
• Skilling Up  Contextual questions based on 21st Century Skills
• Give It a Shot  Activities for exploratory and experiential learning
• Sticker Fun  Hones fine motor skills
• Poster  Conservation of environment through application of the 5Rs

KEY FEATURES
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Dinu Raheja, an innovative educationist and administrator, recipient of the International 
Teacher’s Award, has over 15 years of teaching experience in Indian and international schools. 
Formerly, Middle School Incharge, Sanskriti School, New Delhi, she is currently Director with 
The Global Education & Leadership Foundation (tGELF). Dinu also facilitates teacher and 
student leadership, entrepreneurship and 21st century skill development workshops.

Lipika Ghosh has over 25 years of teaching experience at St. Xavier’s School Hazaribagh, Sardar 
Patel Vidyalaya, New Delhi and Sanskriti School, New Delhi. She has used innovative teaching 
methodology to make science a process of discovery interspersed with anecdotes for learners. 
Lipika has taught analytical skills and inculcated awareness of social issues amongst learners 
through science.

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books
•	 Collins	DigiSuite

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	PlanAdditional	Worksheets
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Cascade is a skill-based course on Environmental Studies 
and Social Studies for the foundational, preparatory and 
middle stages. This series for classes 1 to 8 is aligned to the 
National Education Policy, 2020. Taking into account the 
multidisciplinary nature of Environmental Studies and Social 
Studies, the series follows an interactive approach through 
a variety of tasks and stimulating content. This series deals 
with the study of human behaviour, relationships, resources 
and institutions in local as well as global contexts, all of 
which are fundamental to our conception of society.

• Skill builder: 21st century skills 
necessary to succeed in the age of 
information

• Think Big: Provides varied activities for 
multidisciplinary and holistic activities 
aligned to NIPUN initiative for young 
learners

• Learning Tools: Student-made study 
guides to quickly organize, display, and 
arrange data, making it easier to grasp 
concepts

• Apply it!: Provides application-based 
activities for experiential learning

• Geography skills: Provides tasks to hone 
map skills

• Assessments: Provide competency-based 
Structured Assessments For Analysing 
Learning (SAFAL)

KEY FEATURES

Cascade 
CLASSES 1 TO 8
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
AUTHORS (6 T O 8) 
Archna Golcha is a resource person for CBSE and a master trainer. She has conducted several training 
programmes for educators and students. She also has been an observer CBSE for NEET and JEE exams on 
several occasions. She is presently working with Manikgarh Cement English School as the principal. 

Urmi Chakraborty has over three decades of teaching experience. She has taught in Sardar Patel 
Vidyalaya, New Delhi, Welham Girls’ School, Dehradun and The Shriram Millennium, Noida. She has 
been selected as a mentor by The Council for Secondary Education.

Swati Shukla has over two decades of teaching experience. She is currently teaching in 
Sanskriti School, New Delhi. 

 ABOUT THE SERIES EDITOR
SERIES EDITOR (1 TO 5)
Padmini Sriraman has worked in the field of education for more than four decades. She 
was the former Principal of The Hindu Senior Secondary School in Chennai. A recipient 
of the CBSE National Award, Padmini is an author, consultant, mentor, master trainer CBSE and resource 
person of COE CBSE Chennai. She has conducted many workshops and seminars for teachers and 
principals across India and abroad.

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	PlanAdditional	Worksheets
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Excursions 
Excursions Revised Edition is a comprehensive course 
in Environmental Studies and Social Studies for young 
learners. This series for classes 1 to 8 is aligned to 
the National Education Policy, 2020. Following the 
curriculum, the series offers a course in Environmental 
Studies for classes 1 and 2, integrated Social Studies for 
classes 3, 4 and 5 and separate Geography and History 
and Civics courses for classes 6, 7 and 8. The series offers 
features that focus on essential skills to assist learners 
achieve holistic learning through a multidisciplinary 
approach.

Varied key features in the series hone 
learning skills.

• Learning – Let’s learn about, Key terms, 
Timeline, In a Nutshell

• Extended learning and explanation – 
Reflect, FactPedia, Figure Out, Weblinks

• Observation and application – DIY, 
Green Earth, World Connect, Geo 
Connect, Case Study

• Problem-solving and analytical thinking 
– Think Box, Life Skills and Values, 
Picture Study

• Creativity and happiness – Enjoy, Game

• Multidisciplinary and holistic learning – 
Across the Boundary, Snap Recap

• Assessment and practice – Workout, Test 
Yourself, Outline maps

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8

EVS AND SOCIAL STUDIES
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Abira Das, principal at the Agrasain Boys’ School, Kolkata 
Meenakshi Wattal, an educationist for over three decades, believes learning must be multidimensional 
Debahuti Das, teacher at The Heritage School  
Augustine Kaitharath, History teacher at the Don Bosco School in Siliguri 
Anuradha Bhattacharyya, primary school coordinator at The Heritage School, Kolkata 
Mrinalini Jaitly, former History and Civics teacher at St. Joseph’s Boys High School in Bengaluru and 
CMS institutions in Lucknow
Sheekha Rani Banerjee, senior Geography teacher at Don Bosco School, Siliguri
Sukanya Chakraborty, a self-motivated educator with more than 20 years of experience in teaching 
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•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	PlanAdditional	Worksheets
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Collins Map 
Practice Book
Collins Map Practice Book is a series for Grades 6 to 
8 and is aligned to the NCERT syllabus. It is designed 
to build map skills through carefully graded practice 
sheets to facilitate easy learning and comprehension. It 
follows a learner-centric approach—each practice sheet 
has reference maps, questions based on them and outline 
maps for practice. The visual aids given add value to the 
concepts and make learning an enjoyable journey.

• Map Reading Skills 

• Glossary of Important Terms 

• Reference Maps 

• Practice Exercises 

• Outline Maps

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 6 TO 8
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SERIES FEATURES

Windows 10 and MS Office 2016 
• Scratch 
• HTML 
• Blue J Java
• App Inventor
• MS Paint
• Cloud computing and storage
• Online Payment Pathways
• NCO Papers
• Worksheet to develop computational-thinking skills
• Fun with AI: Driverless cars, data mining, chatbots, digital 

assistants, image processing

Class 
1

Class 
2

Class 
3

Class 
4

Class 
5

Class 
6

Class 
7

Class 
8

Collins Digi Tech (New)        

Collins Smart Tech        

Computer World (Revised)        

Switch On        

Computer Science

www.collins.in 72



The Computer Science resources include print and digital content to make  students 
adept at handling various software and applications, and appear for competitive 
exams such as the National Cyber Olympiad. 
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SERIES FEATURES

Windows 10 and MS Office 2016 
• GIMP
• OpenShot
• App Inventor
• Scratch 
• Python 
• HTML and CSS
• 3D Printing
• Graphic Designing
• Big Data and Data Analytics Robotics
• Artificial Intelligence
• Internet of Things
• Skill Development Section with Projects

Windows 7 and MS Office 2010; Updates for Windows 10 and  
MS Office 2016

• Uses open-source software like GIMP and Open Shot instead 
of corresponding proprietary software like Windows Movie 
Maker and Adobe Photoshop

• Provides references and comparison with Open Office

Windows 7, MS Office 2010; Updates for Windows 8 and  
MS Office 2013

• Includes lists of famous IT personalities, latest IT trends, key 
terms and tech terms at the end of each book

• Workbook format
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Collins Digi Tech 
Collins Digi Tech is a series of computer science 
textbooks for classes 1 to 8 designed for a generation of 
learners who will be exposed to coding, programming 
languages, e-commerce cloud computing and storage 
and app design at early stages in life. The series adheres 
to the vision of National Education Policy 2020. Based on 
Windows 10 and MS Office 2016, the books help learners 
to not only develop the fundamentals but also dive deep 
into contemporary issues of cyber security, computational 
thinking, artificial intelligence, coding and various 
programming languages.

• Supports learning through a variety of pedagogical tools that present additional 
information and offer opportunities for first-hand exploration and peer learning

• Follows a graded introduction to programming through Scratch, HTML and Java
• Develops computational thinking and logical problem-solving skills in an  

age-appropriate manner
• Presents a variety of questions for both learning and practice, including  

questions to further competency based learning
• Includes National Cyber Olympiad paper from the previous year  

and revision worksheets

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8

NEW
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 ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Sneha Krishnan and Manasi Kashikar are co-founders of the company MINDCHAMP, where
they teach coding to school students using fun, activity-based learning. Together with a team
of educators, they have taught thousands of students to create computer games and websites.

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Additional	Worksheets

Interactive	Tutorials

Multimedia	E-book
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Detailed	Lesson	Plan

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	
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What is a Database?
A database is used to store information and manipulate them. 
The organization of a database is similar to that of a table in MS 
Excel and MS Word. Data is organized into rows and columns. 

Structure of a Database
Every database has a specifi c structure. This structure allows users to eff ectively enter and access 
information, use other sets of data, and leverage the relational power among data enabled by 
MS Access. The components of a database are as follows: 

z Field: Field is the first row in the database and it contains 
the indication of type of information in the column. A field 
contains key attributes in a record. For example, the staff ID 
column would contain the staff IDs of all teachers in a school.

z Record: A collection of all rows in a database can be taken as 
a record. An example of a record would be the attendance 
register of a class room that contains information about the 
roll number and attendance (Yes/No) data against dates for 
each student.

Together, fi elds and records are stored in the form of a table.
The structure of a database in MS Access mimics structures in real life. For example, suppose 
your school wants to create a database of all students and teachers in class 10. Starting with the 
database name, it is advisable for all names to be easily recognizable. The database would be 
called ClassTen and would contain two records: Teacher and Students. Just as their real-world 
characteristics, the Teacher records would contain fi elds such as Staff  ID and Name. The Students 
record would contain key student fi elds such as roll number. The structure of the ClassTen database 
would be as follows:
Forms, Queries and Reports are also structured 
forms of interacting with information in a database. 
A form allows users to enter data into tables. As 
the name suggests, a query enables users to ask 
questions in a particular format on a database. 
Reports are used to summarise data from tables 
and/or queries in a printable format.

Database Management System
A Database Management System (DBMS) is an application software that allows users to create, 
store, modify, extract and view a database as per their requirements. 

Advantages of DBMS
Some of the advantages of DBMS are as follows:

z Sharing of data: Multiple users can work on the same database. 

A database is a 
systematic and 
organized collection 
of interrelated 
information of a 
specific type.

Fig. 7.1  |   Databases connected 
with each other

Database ClassTen

Records Teacher Students

Fields
Staff ID, 
Name, 
Subject

Roll No., 
Name

12

Soak up!
A touchscreen helps us to give instructions to the 
computer by touching it. Mostly, tablets, mobile 
phones and ATMs have touchscreens. A stylus is a 
pen-like object that can be used with a touchscreen 
instead of fingers.

Keyboard
A keyboard is used to enter information into a computer. Without it, sending any 
information into the computer is difficult.

To write on a computer, we press the keys on the keyboard. This is called typing.

Fig. 1.3  |  Keyboard

Function keys Navigation keys

Letter keys Arrow keys

Number keys

A keyboard includes alphabet keys, number keys, navigation keys, arrow keys, function keys 
and more keyboard keys, such as Shift, Caps Lock, Tab, Enter, Spacebar, Esc and Backspace.

 Crank up!

The numeric keypad on the 
right is made to look like a 
calculator. The main typing keypad 
is how a typewriter used to be.

Technology 
Literacy

  

Soak up!
The first six letters in the first 
row of the letter keys are Q, W, E, 
R, T and Y. Thus, this keyboard is 
called the QWERTY keyboard.

43

Spreadsheets—Charts and 
Sparklines

Brainstorm and explore!

Look at the information given below. Find the third most popular programming language.

The most popular 
programming languages

Ruby

TypeScript

Matlab

Swift

Objective-C

R

C++

C#
JavaScript

Java

Python

PhP

0.53%

0.57%

2.04%

2.56%

3.15%

4.04%

6.31%

7.37%

7.62%

8.26%

21.42%

25.95%

The most popular programming languages

1. Python is the most popular programming language. 
Around 25.95% of programmers are using Python 
language today.

2. Java is the second most widely used language.

3. JavaScript is used much less than Java and Python 
languages. Around 8% of the programmers are 
working in JavaScript.

4. C# programming language was very popular since 
the time it was developed. It is still used by around 
7.62% users. 

5. PhP is used by 7.37% users around the world.

6. Similarly, the percentage of users of other 
programming languages, such as C++, R, Objective-C, 
Swift, Matlab, TypeScript and Ruby, ranges between 
6.31 and 1.53. 

Which of the two options was more convenient to find the answer? Give reasons.

Chapter 

3

 Discuss the need to create charts.

 Explain the different types of charts 
available in MS Excel 2016.

 Describe the steps to insert a chart in 
MS Excel 2016.

 Create and format charts in MS Excel.

 Explain and create sparklines.

After reading this chapter, I will be able to:

Technology 
Literacy
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Starting a New Project
To start a completely new project, go to File → New. A blank project will open (Fig. 6.3).

Fig. 6.3  |  Scratch Desktop window

Basic Parts of the Scratch Window
The basic parts of the Scratch window are shown in Fig. 6.4.

Fig. 6.4  |  Basic parts of Scratch Desktop window

Blocks palette

Scripts area Sprite list area Backdrop area

Stage Cat spriteMenu bar 
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More About Program Coding

Brainstorm and explore!

Anna and Sita went to an amusement park on a school trip. 
They played many games there. Sita won five chocolates and 
Anna won seven chocolates. How many chocolates did Sita 
and Anna win in all?

Total Chocolates = Sita’s Chocolates + Anna’s Chocolates 

                                 = 5 + 7

                                 = 12 

On the way back, they ate one chocolate each. They 
wanted to distribute the remaining chocolates among
five of their friends. How many chocolates will each 
friend receive?

New Total = 10 

Total Friends = 5

Chocolate for Each Friend = 10 ÷ 5 = 2 

In the above example, note that the variables Sita’s Chocolates and Anna’s Chocolates have 
an addition sign “+” between them because we want to know the total number of chocolates. 
Similarly, the division symbol “÷” is used when we want to find out how many chocolates each 
friend gets. 

Chapter 

6

 Know the use of different operators.
 Identify the flow of control in selection statements.
 Design a program with appropriate selection statements.

After reading this chapter, I will be able to:

Problem-
solving

Cross 
Curricular
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Collins  
Smart Tech
Collins Smart Tech is series of computer science textbooks 
for classes 1 to 8 designed for a generation of learners 
that consider computers to be an integral part of life. This 
series adheres to the vision of the National Educational 
Policy 2020. Based on Windows 10 and MS Office 2016, the 
books help learners develop a thorough understanding 
of the fundamentals by first-hand exploration to make 
learning enjoyable and rewarding. Each book includes a 
special segment on skill development that enables learners 
to acquire a variety of age-appropriate skills. Ranging 
from computer manners in class 1, to cyber security in 
class 5, information technology in class 6, design thinking 
in class 7 and artificial intelligence: applications and ethics 
in class 8, these are in sync with the vision of the NEP.

• Includes a variety of pedagogical tools 
that present additional information 
and offer opportunities for first-hand 
exploration

• Presents the learning material in simple 
language as far as possible

• Covers various aspects and uses of 
computers in our daily lives—picture 
editing, video editing, app creation and 
website designing

• Introduces the concept of computational 
thinking, logical problem-solving and the 
essentials of coding in an age-appropriate 
manner

• Follows a graded introduction to 
programming through Scratch, HTML, 
CSS and Python

• Introduces learners to evolving 
technologies such as artificial intelligence, 
robotics, Internet of Things and 3D 
printing

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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Sneha Krishnan and Manasi Kashikar are co-founders of the company MINDCHAMP, where 
they teach coding to school students using fun, activity-based learning. Together with a team 
of educators, they have taught thousands of students to create computer games and websites.

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Additional	Worksheets

Interactive	Tutorials

Multimedia	E-book

Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	Plan

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	
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Computer World
Computer World (Revised Edition) is a series of eight 
books for Classes 1 to 8. This series conforms to the vision 
of the National Curriculum Framework (2005). Based 
on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010, this course includes 
an update section on MS Office 2013 and Windows 
10, introducing students to the latest interface and the 
associated features. It also offers open-office support and 
open-source software.

• Simple and child-friendly textbooks 
with adequate visuals and numbered 
screenshots

• Integrated LibreOffice support with 
appropriate screenshots for topics of MS 
Office 2010 covered in the relevant books

• Open-source software—Tux Paint, Tux 
Typing, KTurtle and Scratch, OpenShot 
and GIMP—introduced

• Questions in interesting formats 
such as Practice Time, Check Your 

Understanding, Fun Time, Lab Activities, 
Research Projects and Group Discussions 
to support learning

• Well-graded introduction to 
programming, starting from simple tasks 
in KTurtle and Scratch in primary classes 
to QBASIC and Python in middle school

• Revised and updated exercises, 
Worksheets, Assessments and Model 
Test Papers to reinforce learning and aid 
preparation for examinations

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book Additional	Worksheets

Test	Generator Detailed	Lesson	Plan

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 DigiSuite	
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Switch On
Switch On, a series of eight books for Classes 1 to 8, is an 
effort to familiarize and equip students with the latest trends 
in computer technology. This is a well-graded course that 
conforms to the requirements of NCF and complies with the 
syllabus requirements of various boards. The course is based 
on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010 with updates on Windows 8 
and MS Office 2013.

• Word Web explains the difficult words.
• You Should Know gives interesting facts 

about the topic.
• Quick Way highlights all the important 

keyboard shortcuts for the menu 
commands

• Exercise at the end of each chapter 
reinforces the understanding of the topic

• Latest versions namely, Windows 
Movie Maker 2012, HTML 5, Adobe 
Dreamweaver CC, Adobe Photoshop CC 
and Flash 8

• Innovative worksheets, assessment 
papers and revision papers are given as 
additional evaluation aids

• Writing space in the Exercise section 
makes this course book as an effective 
workbook too

• Research Project integrates Computer 
Science with other subjects.

• IT Personalities contains important 
information about the famous 
personalities from the field of IT.

• Key Terms and Tech Terms enlist the 
important terms that the students should 
be aware of

• Latest IT Trends describes the emerging 
technological advancements that the 
students should know.

• Original National Cyber Olympiad 
paper for practice so that students can 
gain proficiency in competitive exams.

• Interesting stickers and posters provided 
inside the course books make learning 
fun.

KEY FEATURES

Collins

Windows 7 and MS Office 2010

1

SWITCH ON

A graded course in computers with•	 Stickers	and	Posters
•	 	Updates	on	Windows	8	and	MS	Office	2013•	 Actual	NCO	paper
•	 	Collins	DigiSuite	for	teachers

Series EditorMohini Arora

SWITCH ON  1

Teacher's Resource with answer keys and lesson plans

Includes a PDF of the Collins dictionary appropriate for each level 

The	entire	package	comprises	Coursebooks	1	to	8,	Teacher's Manuals	1	to	8	and	digital	support	 for	 teachers	 in	 the	 form	 of	 a	DVD	 containing	 interactive	 features	 and	additional	resources.	
The	 series	 is	 designed	 as	 an	 interesting	and	innovative	course	catering	to	the	user	requirements	 across	 various	 boards.	 It	 is	aimed	 at	 imparting	 basic	 knowledge	 of	Computer	 Science	 to	 students,	 thereby	leading	them	to	gain	technical	expertise	in		the	latest	software	applications.

Mohini Arora is	 HoD,	 Computer  Science	with	 Air	 Force	 Golden	 Jubilee  Institute,	Subroto	 Park,	 Delhi.	 She	 has  extensive	experience	 in	 teaching	 and	 is  also	associated	 with	 the	 CBSE	 for	 preparing	course	material	for	Computer	Science.	

William	Collins’	dream	of	‘knowledge	for	all’	began	with	the	publication	of	his	first	book	in	 1819.	 Since	 then,	 Collins	 has	 published	some	 of	 the	 world’s	 most	 prestigious	 and	well-known	 reference	 and	 school	 books.	

Collins	 aims	 to	 give	 teachers	 everything		they	need	to	teach	today,	in	a	way	that	is	fully	supported	and	is	clear	for	students	to	use.

Collins	DigiSuite	is	a	digital	solution	for	teachers.	Each	
DVD	 contains	 four	 modules	 delivering	 classroom	
content	 that	 can  be	 used	 to	 effectively	 integrate	
teaching and	evaluation	tools	with	the	coursebooks.	

Switch On is	 a	 series	 of	 eight	books	 for	 Classes	 1	 to	 8.	This	 series	 conforms	 to	 the	 vision	of	 the	National		

Curriculum	Framework	(2005).	Based	on	Windows	7	and	MS	Office	2010,	this	course	includes	an	update	section	

on	MS	Office	2013	and	Windows	8	introducing	students	to	the	latest	interface	and	the	associated	features.	
•	 Word Web	explains	the	difficult	words.•	 You Should Know	gives	interesting	facts	about	the	topic.	
•	 	Quick Way	highlights	all	the	important	keyboard	shortcuts	for	the	menu	commands.

•	 	Exercise	at	the	end	of	each	chapter	reinforces	the	understanding	of	the	topic.
•	 Research Project	integrates	Computer	Science	with	other	subjects.
•	 IT Personalities	contains	important	information	about	the	famous	personalities	from	the	field	of	IT.	

•	 Key Terms	and	Tech Terms	enlist	the	important	terms	that	the	students	should	be	aware	of.

•	 Latest IT Trends	describes	the	emerging	technological	advancements	that	the	students	should	know.

Key Features

Collins DigiSuite for Teachers

Interactive e-book with animations, video snippets, and interactivities

www.collins.in

Test Generator for quick test  paper creation

Collins

Windows 7 and MS Office 2010

8

SWITCH ON

A graded course in computers with•	 Posters
•	 	Updates	on	Windows	8	and	MS	Office	2013•	 Actual	NCO	paper
•	 	Collins	DigiSuite	for	teachers

SWITCH ON  8

SW
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Teacher's Resource with answer keys and lesson plans

Includes a PDF of the Collins dictionary appropriate for each level 

The	entire	package	comprises	Coursebooks	1	to	8,	Teacher's Manuals	1	to	8	and	digital	support	 for	 teachers	 in	 the	 form	 of	 a	DVD	 containing	 interactive	 features	 and	additional	resources.	
The	 series	 is	 designed	 as	 an	 interesting	and	innovative	course	catering	to	the	user	requirements	 across	 various	 boards.	 It	 is	aimed	 at	 imparting	 basic	 knowledge	 of	Computer	 Science	 to	 students,	 thereby	leading	them	to	gain	technical	expertise	in		the	latest	software	applications.

Mohini Arora is	 HoD,	 Computer  Science	with	 Air	 Force	 Golden	 Jubilee  Institute,	Subroto	 Park,	 Delhi.	 She	 has  extensive	experience	 in	 teaching	 and	 is  also	associated	 with	 the	 CBSE	 for	 preparing	course	material	for	Computer	Science.	

William	Collins’	dream	of	‘knowledge	for	all’	began	with	the	publication	of	his	first	book	in	 1819.	 Since	 then,	 Collins	 has	 published	some	 of	 the	 world’s	 most	 prestigious	 and	well-known	 reference	 and	 school	 books.	

Collins	 aims	 to	 give	 teachers	 everything		they	need	to	teach	today,	in	a	way	that	is	fully	supported	and	is	clear	for	students	to	use.

Collins	DigiSuite	is	a	digital	solution	for	teachers.	Each	
DVD	 contains	 four	 modules	 delivering	 classroom	
content	 that	 can  be	 used	 to	 effectively	 integrate	
teaching and	evaluation	tools	with	the	coursebooks.	

Switch On is	 a	 series	 of	 eight	books	 for	 Classes	 1	 to	 8.	This	 series	 conforms	 to	 the	 vision	of	 the	National		

Curriculum	Framework	(2005).	Based	on	Windows	7	and	MS	Office	2010,	this	course	includes	an	update	section	

on	MS	Office	2013	and	Windows	8	introducing	students	to	the	latest	interface	and	the	associated	features.	
•	 Word Web	explains	the	difficult	words.•	 You Should Know	gives	interesting	facts	about	the	topic.	
•	 	Quick Way	highlights	all	the	important	keyboard	shortcuts	for	the	menu	commands.

•	 	Exercise	at	the	end	of	each	chapter	reinforces	the	understanding	of	the	topic.
•	 Research Project	integrates	Computer	Science	with	other	subjects.
•	 IT Personalities	contains	important	information	about	the	famous	personalities	from	the	field	of	IT.	

•	 Key Terms	and	Tech Terms	enlist	the	important	terms	that	the	students	should	be	aware	of.

•	 Latest IT Trends	describes	the	emerging	technological	advancements	that	the	students	should	know.

Key Features

Collins DigiSuite for Teachers

Interactive e-book with animations, video snippets, and interactivities

www.collins.in

Test Generator for quick test  paper creation

Mohini Arora

CLASSES 1 TO 8
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Test	Generator Detailed	Lesson	Plan
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Knowledge Lighthouse
Knowledge Lighthouse (Revised Edition) is a series of General 
Knowledge books for grades 1 to 8. Designed to spark the 
curiosity of learners, the books include a spectrum of topics 
that focus on skills to address the learning needs of 21st century 
learners. Tasks and activities in the series are thematic that help 
students acquire knowledge, so that they may develop and/or 
pursue a variety of interests and disciplines.

CLASSES 1 TO 8

KEY FEATURES
REVISED

• Content: From a wide variety of curricular 
as well as extracurricular domain 

• 21st Century skills: Special emphasis on life, 
learning and literacy skills 

• Activities: Variety of grade-appropriate and 
easy to do activities that encourage students 
to explore further

• Themes and skills: Content divided into 9 
themes and 3 skill pages

• India focus: Special focus on India-centric 
content with emphasis to simplify facts

• SDG chapters: Sensitize learners and 
encourage them for direct and immediate 
action

• Skills pages: Train students to see patterns, 
learn to eliminate or choose details and 
observe better

• World Today: New theme added with 
chapters related to COVID-19 and 
pandemics of the past  

• New chapters:  Chapters added on current 
and relevant topics like data handling, 
cryptocurrency, robotics, Tokyo Olympics 
and global issues of significance.

• Skill tagging: Skill pages are tagged with 
sub skills 

• Quiz Yourself: 4 MCQ Quiz Yourself papers 
added at the end.

• Holistic learning: Focus on holistic learning 
with seamless integration of content with 
skills and social awareness Attractive layout, 
new images and updated content
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Madagascar is the fourth largest island in the world after Greenland, New Guinea and Borneo. 
It is situated in the Indian Ocean, about 400 miles away from the East Coast of Africa. 

Use the clues and images to solve the crossword.

Madagascar!45

1 2

3
E I

4  
A

5  
Z

6
U

7  
F

A
8

9
A B Y

B
10

A E E

11
M L Y

W
orld

Around Us

38

Earth is the only planet that has enough water to sustain life. So if we keep 
on wasting water, it will drain into the sea and our cities will run dry. Also, 
if too much soap or detergent goes into the soil or sea, a lot of animals can 
die from the chemicals. So, when we clean up or wash up, we should use 
water and soap carefully. 
Match the wasteful actions in Column A with the better actions in Column B.

 Saving Water and Soap19

Column A:  
What many people do

Column B:  
What people should do instead

Take a shower

Wash 2-3 clothing items in the 
washing machine

and Sanitation

Clean W
ater

1

2 b

Fill the glass to half and use 
undrunk water to water plants

a

Rinse dishes immediately after use; it 
will take less water to wash them later

21

Tick () the activities that are good for the environment and cross () 
the ones that are bad.

8

When you eat outdoors or while travelling, always carry a sheet of newspaper.  
You can wrap the leftovers in it and throw it in a dustbin. If the leftovers can be eaten 
by stray animals, do feed them. They will be so happy, and the food won’t be wasted!

Whiz fact

Clean and Green

Burning leaves Planting trees 

Leaving dustbins 
uncovered  

Leaving the room with 
lights and fan switched on

Washing clothes 
in rivers 

Cycling to college

Using cloth bags

Cutting trees

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

Land

Life on

18

When the World 
Came to a Stop6

Read this poem and fill in the blanks. Each word you have to write rhymes with the last 
word of the line before, and of course, there’s the help box! 

In early 2020, every smile turned into a frown,

COVID struck, the world went into 1  .

If at all we left home, it was such a task,

Anywhere we went, we had to wear a 2  ;

At malls and shops and gates there were stands,

With sanitier bottles to clean our 3  ;

School started, but not everything was fine,

It was a new form of school, completely 4  ;

Classes on a screen, we learned new words to boot;

Sign in, video on, speak, but first, 5  !

The experts then announced news that was fab,

COVID vaccines were ready, and everyone got a 6  .

But the virus was changing, it was going full-on

Alpha, deadly Delta and ouch, 7  ;

So all the places that opened were shut anew,

And there was again a night 8  ;

Though as humans our progress is huge, great, epic,

Nothing moved, thanks to this 9  .

Let us never forget that though nothing may tire us, 

Our world could be stopped by a teeny tiny 10 .

Help box
omicron curfewmask virus

lockdown pandemic

hands

unmute jab

online

         W
orld

Today
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That’s My Music!34
When you enjoy the music of an artist or band, you try to listen to everything they’ve created. 

Match each set of songs with the musician or band.

Justin Bieber

Demi Lovato

Taylor Swift

Maroon 5

Katy Perry

One Direction

1   Roar 
Chained to the Rhythm 
Firework

a  

2   Gorgeous 
You Belong With Me 
Blank Space

b  

3   Best Song Ever 
Little Things 
What Makes You Beautiful

c  

4   Peaches  
Sorry 
Love Yourself

d  

5   Animals 
Maps 
Payphone

e  

6   Heart Attack 
Let It Go 
Stone Cold

f  

A
rt and

Entertainment
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Across

2   Which US probe, named after an Italian astronomer, reached Jupiter in 1995 and 
revealed hitherto unknown information about its moons?

6   What name was given to the series of American space missions in the 1960s and early 
1970s that saw successful landings on the surface of the moon? 

8   In 1966, which Russian probe was the first to land on the moon? 

9   In 1984, who became the first Indian cosmonaut?

11   Which space shuttle, first launched by NASA in 1981, flew twenty-seven successful 
missions before it met with a disastrous accident killing Kalpana Chawla and six other 
crew members in 2003?

Down

1   The first American to orbit the Earth.

2   In 1961, which Russian Air Force pilot became the first man to travel into space?

3   What was the name of the stray dog from Moscow who became the first living creature 
to orbit the Earth in 1957? 

4  What is India’s Mars Orbiter Mission which was successfully launched in  
 2014 called?  

5   Who was the first person to step out of a spacecraft and walk in space?

7   In 1961, who became the first American to go into space?

10   Which was the first ever American space station which orbited Earth from 
1973 to 1979?

According to NASA, it takes astronauts 45 minutes to put on a spacesuit, but it protects 
them from temperature as low as −150° to a high temperature of upto 135°.

Whiz fact

Whiz quiz

Find out the answers and fill in the blanks about India’s recent space achievement.
The  launched  from the  
on 22 July 2019. It consists of a lunar orbiter, a lander and a lunar rover called .  
Developed entirely in India, the main scientific objective of the mission is to map the location and 
abundance of . It landed on , 6 September 2019.
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1   The Black Diamond Express connects coal-mining cities in East-Central India.  
It runs from Howrah to  .

2   Thirukkural was written by Thiruvalluvar, whose statue is found at the southern tip  
of the Indian subcontinent. The Thirukkural Express runs from Hazrat Nizamuddin  
to  .

3   Maitree means ‘friendship’. The Maitree Express is the first passenger railway link between 
Bangladesh and India (since 1965) and links Kolkata to  .

4   The Ashram Express is named after a famous ashram on the banks of  
the River Sabarmati and runs from Delhi to  .

5   Gitanjali is a collection of poems by Rabindranath Tagore. The Gitanjali Express runs 
from Mumbai to  .

6   The Akal Takht means the ‘throne of the timeless one’ and is one of the five Sikh takhts. 
The Akal Takht Express connects Kolkata to  . 

7   Konark, a small town in Odisha, is famous for its Sun Temple. The Konark Express 
connects Mumbai to  . 

8   Tipu Sultan was known as the Tiger of Mysuru, but was finally defeated by the English. 
The Tippu Express runs from Bangalore to  . 

24
Use the clues and help box to fill in the terminus of each train mentioned below.

What’s in a 
Train Name?

Help box
Amritsar

Dhanbad

Ahmedabad Bhubaneswar

Howrah Kanyakumari

Dhaka

Mysore

The Vande Bharat Express (also known as Train 18) has been designed and 
built by the Integral Coach Factory, Chennai and is the first semi-high speed 
train to be built in India.

Whiz fact

India

Focus
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a   Displays a pattern of 
large eyes on its wing 
surface to scare the 
attacker

b   Lies still as if it is 
dead, in the presence 
of predators

c   This colourful insect 
secretes a foul-
tasting liquid when 
threatened

d   Stings the enemy if it 
feels threatened

e   Oozes suffocating 
slime from its 
elongated body that 
envelops the predator 
in a fatal mass of 
fibrous goo

f   Squirts a cloud of ink 
at its predator from its 
tentacles 

Self-Defence in  
Animals18

Every living being in nature has evolved defence mechanisms to protect itself from predators. 

Match the animal with the defence mechanism it uses by writing the correct number in  
the boxes. 

Bee

 Opossum

Ladybird

Octopus

Owl butterfly

 Hagfish

1

3

5

2

4

6

N
atural

World
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Science of Sports38
Sports equipment and techniques are based on science. 

Use the pictures and match Column A to Column B to complete the statements.

Column A Column B

1   In baseball, metal bats help 
the ball travel faster, but 
wooden bats continue to 
be used

a   That’s why it is small and 
has dimples on it.

2   Skaters kick off against a  
wall or curb to first begin  
moving. This illustrates  
Newton’s third law of motion  
that an action has an equal  
and opposite reaction.

b   As the top wing spins 
forward, the lift force on it 
is greater than that on the 
lower wing. This imbalance 
in force is what causes it to 
turn and come back.

3   A golf ball has to travel 
a long way, at least when 
it is first struck. It can only 
do this if it reduces 
air resistance.

c   That’s why they kick 
backward so that they can 
move forward.

4   When a boomerang is thrown, 
one wing moves through the 
air faster than the other.

d    because it focuses the game 
on the skill of the players. It 
also keeps spectators safer.

Sports
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For as long as humans have existed, space has played an important part in our lives. Early man 
navigated paths across land and oceans using the stars. 

Use the clues and pictures to solve the crossword relating to the history of space exploration. 

Space Exploration
STEM

Development of the 
COVID Vaccine25

Read the descriptions of some common and popular vaccines and write their names in the 
Answer column using the help box.

A vaccine is a biological preparation that provides immunity to a particular infectious disease. 
The first vaccine was developed by Edward Jenner. To honour Jenner, Louis Pasteur proposed 
that the terms vaccine and vaccination should be extended to cover all newer protective 
inoculations.

COVID-19 (coronavirus) is caused by SARS-CoV-2. 

Scientists have been working to develop vaccines against coronavirus which causes Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). 

The knowledge gained through this research on coronavirus vaccines helped speed up the 
development of the current COVID-19 vaccines.

India is a world leader in vaccine manufacturing, and Indian pharmaceutical companies 
supply more than 50% of global demand for different vaccines needed for global immunisation 
programmes.

                                         Description         Answer

1   This vaccine is co-developed by the University of  
Oxford, AstraZeneca and manufactured by  
Serum Institute of India (SII).

2   This viral vector vaccine is produced by the Russian  
institute Gamaleya National Research Centre of 
Epidemiology and Microbiology.

3   Codenamed BBV152, this vaccine is developed by  
Bharat Biotech in collaboration with the Indian  
Council of Medical Research and National Institute  
of Virology

W
orld

Today
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1   a   In May 1941, a Nobel laureate from 
India on his eightieth birthday said, 
“As I look around I see the crumbling 
ruins of a proud civilisation strewn 
like a vast heap of futility.”

2   b    In April 1917, at the first anniversary of  
the Home Rule League in Nashik, an  
Indian freedom fighter said, “Freedom is my 
birthright. So long as it is awake within me,  
I am not old. No weapon can cut this spirit,  
no fire can burn it.”

3   c   In July 1588, in a speech to the troops  
at the Tilbury Camp, a British monarch  
said, “Any prince of Europe, should dare  
to invade the borders of my realm ....  
I myself will take up arms—I myself will be 
your general, judge and rewarder of  
every one of your virtues in the field.”

4   d     In May 1994, in Johannesburg, South Africa,  
a famous world leader said, “You have  
shown such a calm, patient determination  
to reclaim this country as your own. And joy  
that we can loudly proclaim from the  
rooftops—Free at Last!”

40
Some speeches are remembered and quoted decades or even centuries after they were made. 

Match the speakers with their immortal words.

Immortal Words

Queen Elizabeth I

Rabindranath Tagore

Nelson Mandela

Bal Gangadhar Tilak

Language

and Literature

In this series ...
Knowledge Lighthouse tasks are thematic and linear with visual, 
verbal, and strategic inputs to help students solve them and acquire 
knowledge through a wide range of subjects and themes. 

40

Plastic23
In any “Save Earth” discussion, one of the biggest villains is plastic. Plastic has been 
around for a little more than a century, and modern living is impossible without it. 
But everyone knows that it is bad for our environment.

Read the text and complete the story of plastic with words from the help box. Watch out, as there 
are 12 blanks and 16 answers!

1   Plastic mostly comes from petroleum or natural gas, which are both 
. The word plastic comes from the Greek word plastikos means 

“that which can be  or moulded”. 
2   In fact, apart from being flexible, plastic is , durable and 

cheap to produce, which is why it is so popular.
3   The first synthetically produced plastic was called bakelite by a Belgian-

American chemist,  in 1907. Plastic then slowly began to 
replace other materials, like metals, leather, natural cloth, glass and paper 
over the next few . By the 1970s, scientists realised that plastic  
had become a menace.

4   Plastic items like bags, plates and spoons, straws, and bottles go into 
 dumps and often end up in the  .They form huge 

floating islands of plastic rubbish called marine garbage patches. And 
since plastic does not  easily, these plastic islands will never 
ever vanish in our lifetimes!

5   Then there are  that wash out from sinks and basins, washing 
machines, factories and thrown-away clothes, that birds and fish , 
causing them to starve, fall ill, choke and die very painful deaths.

6   Inventors have been busy trying to come up with alternatives to plastic.  
A small amount of plastic is now being made from  sources, such 
as cellulose and starch. Called , it could become an important 
alternative in the future!

Land

Life on

Plastic bags take up to 20 years to decompose, while other plastic things, like straws, diapers, bottles and 
toothbrushes can take up to 500 years to decompose. We might not  be able to get rid of toothbrushes, 
but we can certainly ditch plastic straws, cups and bottles, can’t we?

Whiz fact

Help box
Leo Baekeland plant-basedlightweight microplastics centuries fossil fuelsshaped

ocean decades heavy bioplasticswallow biodegrade landfillsbroken river

16

1   This country has wonderful mountain peaks and is famous 
for its banking system and its precision watch-making. 

                    D 

2   Genghis Khan, the famous ruler, was from this 
country and Buddhism is its largest religion.

                    A

3    This African nation is the newest country in the world. 
Its capital is Juba.

         H        N

4     The smallest country in the world by area and 
population, it is headed by the Pope.

                N      Y

5   This South American country is sandwiched between Brazil  
and Argentina.

                Y

Countries of the World7
Solve the clues to find the names of countries using words from the help box. To further help you, 
the last letters of the names have been provided.

W
orld

Around Us
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Across

2   Which US probe, named after an Italian astronomer, reached Jupiter in 1995 and 
revealed hitherto unknown information about its moons?

6   What name was given to the series of American space missions in the 1960s and early 
1970s that saw successful landings on the surface of the moon? 

8   In 1966, which Russian probe was the first to land on the moon? 

9   In 1984, who became the first Indian cosmonaut?

11   Which space shuttle, first launched by NASA in 1981, flew twenty-seven successful 
missions before it met with a disastrous accident killing Kalpana Chawla and six other 
crew members in 2003?

Down

1   The first American to orbit the Earth.

2   In 1961, which Russian Air Force pilot became the first man to travel into space?

3   What was the name of the stray dog from Moscow who became the first living creature 
to orbit the Earth in 1957? 

4  What is India’s Mars Orbiter Mission which was successfully launched in  
 2014 called?  

5   Who was the first person to step out of a spacecraft and walk in space?

7   In 1961, who became the first American to go into space?

10   Which was the first ever American space station which orbited Earth from 
1973 to 1979?

According to NASA, it takes astronauts 45 minutes to put on a spacesuit, but it protects 
them from temperature as low as −150° to a high temperature of upto 135°.

Whiz fact

Whiz quiz

Find out the answers and fill in the blanks about India’s recent space achievement.
The  launched  from the  
on 22 July 2019. It consists of a lunar orbiter, a lander and a lunar rover called .  
Developed entirely in India, the main scientific objective of the mission is to map the location and 
abundance of . It landed on , 6 September 2019.

World Around Us  
tasks take the 
learners on an 
exciting journey 
across the world.

Natural World 
section uncovers 
the magical realm 
of plants, animals 
and birds.

India Focus 
tasks are created 
to evoke a sense 
of wonder and 
pride in our 
nation.

Sports  
section provides 
rules and records 
related to 
different sports.

Word Today 
introduces the 
learner to the 
COVID and  
post-COVID 
world.

Sustainable 
Development Goals 
sensitises 
learners towards 
sustainable 
development of 
the planet.

Language and 
Literature 
tasks present 
vocabulary and 
etymology in 
a fun way.

Whiz Fact  
is a spin-off fact 
about each topic 
or theme.

Whiz Quiz 
are fun activities 
that encourage 
self-learning. 

Art and 
Entertainment 
tasks celebrate 
artists, artworks, 
paintings, movies,  
awards and 
achievements.

STEM  
highlights 
some scientific 
achievements and 
provides facts for 
others.
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Vision
Vision Revised Edition, is an engaging course in Value 
Education and Life Skills for grades 1 to 8. The series is meant 
to enable learners to lead balanced, happy and successful lives. 
This series encourages learners to respect diversity, exhibit 
leadership, display positive attitudes towards the community 
and the nation, and be responsible and strive for conflict 
management in stressful situations. The series adheres to the 
guidelines outlined in the National Education Policy, 2020.

CLASSES 1 TO 8

KEY FEATURES
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books
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•	 Coursebooks	
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Integral Yoga
Path of complete health and comprehensive 
development 

Integral Yoga provides knowledge about Yoga and 
yogic practices to young students, keeping in mind their 
cognitive capacities. Yoga is an important component of 
the subject Health and Physical Education. The practice 
of Yoga helps in the balanced development of the 
physical and mental health of the students. It also helps 
to increase their power of concentration. Yoga education 
is a necessity, for the comprehensive physical and mental 
development and the overall growth of children.

Book 1 is for classes 6 to 8; Book 2 is for classes 9 & 10; and 
Book 3 is for classes 11 & 12.

• Graded content as per the given syllabus

• Lucid and detailed explanation of the 
theory of Yoga

• Overview of all the yogic practices and 
asanas with the detailed description of 
their procedures, precautions and benefits

• Step-by-step presentation of each asana 
with clear illustrations

• Includes suggestions for and restrictions of 
yogic practices

• Instructional videos available for teaching 
on www.collins.in

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 6 TO 12
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 ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Yoga Acharya Shri Girish Tyagi has been associated with the subjects of Yoga and 
Spiritualism for  over four decades. He has over thirty years of experience teaching Yoga in 
various Kendriya Vidyalayas. During this tenure, he has also imparted Yoga education in 
Bhutan. He is still associated and active in the field of Yoga and Spiritualism.

YOGA 
VIDEOS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN HINDI

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks
•	 Over	60	instructional	
videos
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What’s New

Term and Semester Books
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The Term books and Semester books offer an integrated approach to primary learning, 
focusing on progressive learning from Classes 1 to 5 for the core subjects—English, 
Mathematics, EVS/Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge.

The Oasis series seamlessly combines all the core subjects required at the foundational 
and preparatory stages including English, Mathematics, General Awareness/
Environmental Studies/ Science and Social Studies, through 14 semester books. 

Limelight is an integrated trimester course for Classes 1 to 5, which provides a 
comprehensive learning experience to the young learners in their formative years. 

www.collins.in 93
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Oasis 
Oasis is an integrated semester series of 14 books for  
LKG to class 5. Each book includes English, Maths, General 
Awareness (pre-primary)/EVS (classes 1-2)/Science (classes 
3 to 5) and Social Studies (classes 3 to 5). The series provides 
a comprehensive learning experience to students in their 
formative years and adhere to NEP 2020. The books for the 
pre-primary levels support learning across all development 
domains. Classes 1 to 5 follow an integrated approach with an 
emphasis on connections between classroom learning across 
subjects and day-to-day experiences.

LKG and UKG
Motor skills • Personal, social, and emotional development • Creative skills • Logical and 
rational thinking skills • Linguistic skills • Numeracy skills • Knowledge and understanding 
of the world 
English
Reading • Vocabulary • Grammar • Listening and Speaking • Writing 
Mathematics
Maths Around Us • Concept Map • Maths Lab Activity • Skill Up •  
Worksheet • SEE Learning • Maths Mela 
EVS
Get Set (Art integration) • Different Yet Alike • Good versus Bad Practices •  
Your Opinion Matters • Fun Fact 
Science
Science Around Us • I Am a Scientist • Concept Map • Skills Enrichment Zone •  
STEAM-based Worksheets • Picture Story • SEE Learning • Science Fair 
Social Studies
Skill builder • Fact check • Green Earth • World Connect • Wind Up • Timeline

English 
• Comprehension • Vocabulary • Grammar • Listening and Speaking

Mathematics 
• Exercises and Revision Exercises • Mental Maths • Maths Lab Activity

Science 
• Science in Context • Watch out! • Life Skills • Projects

Social Studies 
• Do It Yourself • Think Zone • Life Skills • Activity • Eco Zone

General Knowledge 
• Multiple Intelligence • HOTS • Activity • India-specific Content

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES LKG TO 5

NEW
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Workbooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book Additional	Worksheets

Test	Generator Detailed	Lesson	Plan
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Windmills Plus
Windmills Plus is an integrated semester course for  
Classes 1 to 5, which provides a comprehensive learning 
experience to the young learners in their formative years.  
The series adheres to the guidelines of the National  
Education Policy (NEP) 2020, and is designed to offer 
a comprehensive learning package that covers English, 
Mathematics, Environmental Studies/Science, Social 
Studies and General Knowledge through 10 coursebooks. 
These books provide ample opportunities to the students to 
learn, explore and practise new concepts effortlessly across 
different areas of learning through an interdisciplinary and 
cross-curricular approach.

English
• Reading • Vocabulary • Grammar 
• Listening and Speaking • Writing

Mathematics 
• Exercises • Challenge • Mental Maths • Maths Lab Activity

Science 
• Science in Context • Watch Out! • Life Skills • Activities • Projects

Social Studies 
• Do it yourself • Life skills and values • Values Corner • Eco feat

General Knowledge 
• Fact Zone • Current Aairs Worksheet • Graded Content

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 5

•	 Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows

•	 Contains multimedia, Virtual Reality/Augmented 
Reality, and exciting interactivities

Available with Collins Connect
App for students and teachers

Collins Connect
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Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books Interactive	Games

Additional	Worksheets

Multimedia	E-book

Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	Plan

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Workbooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	
•	 Collins	Connect
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Limelight 
Limelight is an integrated trimester course for Classes 1 
to 5 which provides a comprehensive learning experience 
to the young learners in their formative years. The series 
seamlessly combines all the core subjects required at the 
primary level—English, Mathematics, EVS/Science and 
Social Studies. These books provide ample opportunities 
to the students to learn, explore and practise new concepts 
effortlessly across different areas of learning through an 
interdisciplinary and cross-curricular approach.

English
Reading • Writing • Vocabulary • Grammar • Listening and Speaking

Environmental Studies 
Exploration Station • Why it works • Our Heritage • Cross connect 

Mathematics 
Maths Around Us • Project • Life Skills • Maths Lab Activity

Science 
Exploration Station • Why it works • Our Heritage • Cross connect

Social Studies 
DIY • Think Box • Life Skills and Values • Across the Boundary • Green Earth

KEY FEATURES

CLASSES 1 TO 5

NEW
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The branch is longer than the caterpillar.
The caterpillar is shorter than the branch.

Long and Short

Mark is going up on 
the seesaw.
Aman is going down 
on the seesaw.

Up and Down

Ram is before Harleen.
Sana is after Harleen.
Harleen is between Ram and Sana.

Before, After and Between

 Harleen

Mark

Sana

Aman

Ram

45
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Respect for School

We must respect our school by taking care of the places and the things we 
use in the school. We should also respect the people in our school. We must 
take care of our classmates.

scribble: to write something quickly; arrange: to plan or organize something

We should not write 
on the library books 
or tear their pages.

We should not pluck 
flowers or break the plants 

growing in the school.

We should clean the 
blackboard and arrange 

the chairs in our classroom 
to keep it clean. 

We should respect 
our teachers.

We should 
throw trash 

in the dustbin.

We should put 
things back after 

using them.

We should not scribble 
on walls, desks and 

chairs in the classroom.

We should 
decorate our 
classroom.

We should wait for 
our turn while playing 

in the playground.
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18 The Land  
of  Counterpane

•  see how imagination can change something ordinary into something enjoyable
• study modal verbs and spell words with ‘ch’ or ‘sh’

In this chapter, we will:

Robert Louis Stevenson

What did you do the last time you fell ill and could not go to school? Read this poem 
about a sick boy who spends his day at home playing with his toys.

leaden: (here) made of lead

drills: exercises

dale: valley

pleasant: lovely

counterpane: a thick bedcover

When I was sick and lay a-bed, 
I had two pillows at my head, 
And all my toys beside me lay 
To keep me happy all the day.

And sometimes for an hour or so 
I watched my leaden soldiers go, 

With different uniforms and drills, 
Among the bedclothes, through the hills;

Tin soldiers, ships and 
trains were some of 
the most popular toys 
for children when the 
poem was written. But 
only the very rich could 
buy them.

Did You Know?

The Land of 
Counterpane

3
Robert Louis Stevenson

27
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Give one word for each of the following.

1. The place where living things live in nature:

2.  Characteristic that helps living things to adjust to their
natural surroundings:

3. Trees that have cones:

4. Trees that shed their leaves in autumn:

5. A desert plant with modified leaves:

6. Plants with breathing roots in marshy areas:

Revision Zone

• 	Their roots are spread over a large area to absorb as
much water as they can.

Plants that grow in the deserts are called xerophytes. Find out 
the meaning of the word ‘xerophytes’.

Find Out

6
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A cactus found in the 
Arizona desert takes 
ten years to grow one 
inch!

Do You 
Know? 

 Mangroves

 Coconut tree

Plants in Marshes or Swampy Areas

Areas with sticky, clayey and wet soil are called marshes or 
swamps. Some parts of marshes may be covered with water. 
Marshes are generally found near rivers, lakes and seas. 

As marshes have waterlogged soil, the plants growing 
here are not able to breathe in air	from	the	soil. 
Therefore, these plants have roots that grow above the 
ground. These roots are called breathing roots. They 
absorb water and minerals for photosynthesis. The plants 
that grow in marshes are called mangroves.

Plants in Coastal Areas

Plants that grow in coastal regions have to adjust to 
sandy soil, salty water and a wet, windy climate. Palm 
trees like the coconut tree grow along coastlines as they 
can survive in these conditions. The flexible trunk and the 
slender leaflets of coconut tree make it extremely wind-
resistant. Its fruit has a fibrous layer which helps it to float 
on water and get dispersed to far off places.  
The fruit is well-protected by the hard covering.

132
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Read More
The Baker’s Dozen: This Christmas tale, retold by Aaron Shepard, is  
about a baker who learns a lesson in generosity. It tells the story of how the  
number thirteen came to be known as the Baker’s Dozen.

Pinocchio: This novel by Carlo Collodi is a story about a puppet, Pinocchio, who 
wants to become a real boy. After some hair-raising adventures, his desire is fulfilled. 

Listen to a set of answers and questions. Then form pairs. Take turns to ask and 
answer questions in the same way.

Listening and Speaking

Have you ever seen a puppet show? If not, you could watch one on the television or 
the Internet. Write a short composition about the puppet show. 

You can write about:
• the theme of the puppet show
• the story it depicted
• the number of puppets and the characters they depicted
• how they were dressed
• how you felt

Pen it Down

Read the following words aloud.
same long
These words have a single vowel sound or syllable.

air-craft flo-wer
These words have two vowel sounds or syllables.

for-tu-nate com-fort
These words have three vowel sounds or syllables.

Write the number of syllables in these words. Divide each word by putting a slash (/) 
after each syllable.  
Example: dolphin – dol/phin

1. student 3. floating 5. computer 7. money  9. globe
2. fish 4. wonderful 6. rainbow 8. April 10. distress

30

Abbie Farwell Brown

In this chapter, we will:

The Fisherman
Abbie Farwell Brownlyric poem

• read about the life of a fisherman
•  learn about prefixes and collocations; demonstrative and interrogative 

pronouns
• role-play and learn to make offers to help someone in need

4

abed: in bed

queer: strange

wondrous: strange  
and beautiful

tides: the regular rise and 
fall in the level of the sea 
due to the gravitational pull 
of the moon and the sun

sniffs: (here) expresses 
contempt or dislike

1. This is a simile. Here 
the poet has compared 
the fisherman’s eyes  
to the sea on foggy 
days. The point of 
similarity is the mystery 
in both.

Literary term

Have you ever seen a fisherman? What type of life do you think a fisherman leads?  
Read this poem about a fisherman and his life.

The fisherman goes out at dawn  
When every one’s abed,  
And from the bottom of the sea  
Draws up his daily bread. 

His life is strange; half on the shore  
And half upon the sea—  
Not quite a fish, and yet not quite  
The same as you and me.

The fisherman has curious eyes;  
They make you feel so queer,  
As if they had seen many things 
Of wonder and of fear.

They’re like the sea on foggy days,1—  
Not gray, nor yet quite blue;  
They ’re like the wondrous tales he tells  
Not quite—yet maybe—true.

He knows so much of boats and tides, 
Of winds and clouds and sky!  
But when I tell of city things,  
He sniffs and shuts one eye! 
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The Fisherman4
lyric poem
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Kriti has created a chart to revise 
divisibility rules of numbers such 
as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9. Are the 
numbers given in red divisible by 
the numbers given in blue?

2 3 4 5 6 9

666

421

18,342

56,215

Learning Objectives
•	 To	define	a	factor	and	a	multiple
•	 To	explain	prime	numbers	and	composite	numbers
•	 To	learn	co-prime	factor	rule	to	derive	the	tests	of	divisibility	by	11,	12,	15,	18
•	 To	learn	prime	factorisation
•	 To	find	HCF	and	LCM

Let’s Get Started

Factors and Multiples1
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COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Workbooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books

Multimedia	E-book Additional	Worksheets

Test	Generator Detailed	Lesson	Plan
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TERM AND SEMESTER BOOKS

Windmills
Windmills is an integrated term course for classes 1 to 5 
which provides a comprehensive learning experience for the 
young learners in their formative years. The series seamlessly 
combines all the disciplines required at the primary level–
English, Mathematics, Science, EVS/Social Studies and 
General Knowledge through 15 term books. The books 
provide ample opportunities to the students to learn, explore 
and practise new concepts effortlessly across different 
subjects through an integrated and cross-curricular approach.

English 
• Comprehension • Vocabulary • Grammar • Listening and Speaking

Mathematics 
• Exercises and Revision Exercises • Mental Maths • Maths Lab Activity

Science 
• Science in Context • Watch out! • Life Skills • Projects

Social Studies 
• Do It Yourself • Think Zone • Life Skills • Activity • Eco Zone

General Knowledge 
• Multiple Intelligence • HOTS • Activity • India-specific Content

KEY FEATURES

•	 Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows

•	 Contains multimedia, Virtual Reality/Augmented 
Reality, and exciting interactivities

Available with Collins Connect
App for students and teachers

Collins Connect

CLASSES 1 TO 5
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READING ...........................................................................

Have you ever dreamt of travelling to space? What would 
you do in space? Read this poem by Gareth Lancaster to 
find out what the poet wants to do there.

 I dream of sailing out to space1,
Upon a yacht of stars.
With port holes all along the sides,
I’d gaze amazed at Mars.

With mast made strong with spider2 webs,
And sail of  fluffy cloud,
I’d watch the Earth go sweeping past,
As out to space I ploughed.

With stars in front and stars behind,
And planets far and near,
I’d sail my yacht around the rings,
Of Saturn with a cheer.

yacht (pronounced yawt): a 
large sailing boat, oft en with 
an engine and a place to 
sleep on, used for pleasure 
trips and racing
port holes: small, circular 
windows on the outside of 
a ship
amazed: very surprised
made strong: (here) tied 
together
fl uff y: soft  and light
ploughed: moved through 
something
cheer: happiness

Literary Device
• The consonant s 

has been repeated 
in strong with spider 
web and sailing out to 
space. Such a repetition 
of a sound is called 
alliteration.

Science Scan
• Saturn is the second-

largest planet in the solar 
system, but it is very light 
for its size.

•  Saturn has beautiful rings 
around it, made of billions 
of tiny chips of ice and 
dust.
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ENGLISH
I Am Special
We may be the same as our friends in some 
ways. We study in the same class and are of the 
same age. But we all look diff erent from each 
other. We like diff erent things. Each one of us is 
special.

Diff erent people have diff erent hobbies. Sometimes, we feel 
diff erently too. There are things that make us happy and 
things that make us sad.

What are your hobbies? ..........................................................

Our Body
Our body helps us to do many activities. It has diff erent parts. The parts of the 
body that have particular functions are known as organs. 

External organs

The parts of the body that 
are outside and can be seen 
by us are called external 
organs. Our head, neck, 
hands, chest, legs and feet 
are external organs. Our 
face has many parts. Arms 
and legs together form our 
limbs.

Which body parts are used 
in the following pictures?

........................ ........................ ........................ ........................

special: diff erent from others; diff erently: to be not the same as others

FactPedia
Most twins look alike. But, 
even twins have diff erent 
likes and dislikes.

FactPedia

 my body
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EVS

89

(a)  How much time did they spend from the time they left home and finished 
shopping for clothes?

Time taken to reach the mall = 45 minutes (From 10:15 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.)

Time spent in shopping for clothes = 1 hour 25 minutes

(From 11:00 a.m. to 12:25 p.m.)

Total time spent = 45 min + 1 h 25 min

(45 min + 25 min = 70 min = 60 min + 10 min = 1 h 10 min)

= 1 h + 1 h 10 min = 2 h 10 min

They spent 2 hours 10 minutes.

(b) After how many hours of leaving the mall did they reach the footwear shop?

Time when they left the mall = 1:45 p.m.

Time when they reached the footwear shop = 3:10 p.m.

Time interval between 3:10 p.m. and 1:45 p.m. = 3:10 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. 

(Since the number of minutes is not enough in 3:10, borrow from the hour. 
Borrowing an hour (60 minutes) from 3 we get 2 hours 70 minutes.)

2 h 70 min – 1 h 45 min = (2 h – 1 h) + (70 min –45 min) = 1 h 25 min

So, the time taken between leaving the mall and reaching the footwear  
shop is 1 h 25 min.

MALL

REAL-LIFE APPLICATIONS

Festival Shopping

Karan, Kirti and their sister Neha are going shopping with their parents for the coming 
festival. They left home at 10:15 a.m. and drove to the biggest mall in the city. They 
reached the mall at 11:00 a.m. They went into the clothes shop and bought clothes 
for all. When they had finished, it was 12:25 p.m. They window shopped at the mall 
for some more time and then went to the top floor for juice and cold drinks. They 
spent half an hour there. When they left the mall, it was 1:45 p.m. As they were hungry, 
they drove to a restaurant for lunch. From the restaurant, they left for the footwear 
shop and reached there at 3:10 p.m. They bought footwear for the three children and 
headed home. They reached home at 5:15 p.m.

MATHEMATICS
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Subsoil  

The layer below the topsoil is called the subsoil. The subsoil contains small stones 
and pebbles. 

Bedrock

The layer below the subsoil  is called the 
bedrock. This layer consists of huge solid 
rocks. It forms a non-porous layer at this 
stage. The water that seeps into the ground 
trickles down and gets collected here. 

Parent rock

Parent rock is the last layer of the soil which 
has unweathered rocks. 

WHAT DOES SOIL CONTAIN?

Let us perform an activity to understand what soil is made up of.

Aim: To find out what soil contains

Materials required: Soil, a transparent jar and clear water

Procedure: Take a transparent jar. Put a handful of garden soil into the jar. Fill the jar 
with water, close the jar with a lid and shake it 
well. Leave it undisturbed for some time and 
observe what happens. 

Observation:

(a)  Small stones deposit at the bottom of the jar.

(b)  There is a layer of sand above the layer of 
stones.

(c)  The clay settles down above the layer of sand.

(d)  The water above the layer of clay is not clear.  
It is muddy water.

(e)  The top layer is dark and contains light, 
spongy particles called humus. 

Conclusion: Soil is made up of stones, sand, clay, 
mud particles and the remains of plants and animals.

Activity 1

Humus

Muddy 
water

Stones

Sand

Clay

A soil profile

Subsoil

Bedrock

Parent rock

Topsoil

SCIENCE
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connects Kolkata to Howrah. It is supported only by 
two pillars at the two ends and does not have pillars 
in the middle. This makes the bridge look as if it is 
hanging. 

The Victoria Memorial is perhaps the most famous 
landmark of Kolkata. This beautiful monument was 
built in white marble to honour Queen Victoria. It also 
has a museum. 

Fort William is a well-guarded fort built in 1781 by the British. It is still as beautiful 
as before and the Indian Army now uses it. Other places of interest in Kolkata 
are the Botanical Gardens where an ancient banyan tree can be found and the 
Alipore Zoo that is famous for its winter migratory birds. 

Living in Kolkata
A majority of the people in Kolkata are Bengali. Bengali is the 
main language. However, Hindi and English are spoken as well. 
People use local buses, metro and taxis to travel in the city.

Bengali sweets such as rosogolla and sandesh are famous 
throughout the country. The most important festival of Kolkata is 
Durga Puja, which generally lasts for fi ve days.Football is a very 
popular sport in Kolkata. The Eden Gardens and the Salt Lake 
Stadium are two of the most important stadiums of the city. 

^ Victoria Memorial

^ Howrah Bridge

^ Durga Puja 
celebrations

Apart from the Howrah 
Bridge, there is another 
important bridge in 
Kolkata. Find out its name 
and when it was built.  

Find Out

Belur

Howrah Bridge

Mirzapur

Thakurpukur

Gariya

Marble Palace

Writer’s BuildingBBD Bagh
Calcutta High Court

Eden Garden

Lal Dighi

Shaheed Minar
Fort William

Birla PlanetariumVictoria Memorial

Nicco Park

Subhashnagar

^ Tourist places of Kolkata

The river Ganga is one of the most polluted rivers in India.

Eco Zone

SOCIAL STUDIES
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11 The World Today
1.    Who won the 2018 Wimbledon Women's Singles Championship?

 

2.  Who won the 2018 Wimbledon Men's Singles Championship?

 

3.  Who was the runner-up in the 2018 Wimbledon Men's Singles Championship?

 

4.  Which team won the FIFA World Cup 2018?

 

5.   Which team played in the semi-fi nal of the FIFA World Cup 2018 
against England?

 

6.  Which teams played in the fi nals of the Indian Premier League 2018?

 

7.  Where were the 2018 Commonwealth Games held?

 

8.   Mirabai Chanu won Gold in the 2018 Commonwealth Games in 
which category?

 

9.  Where were the 2018 Winter Paralympics held?

 

10.   The two Indians athletes part of the 2018 Winter Olympics were 

  and .

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Answer	Keys

Teacher’s	Resource	Books Interactive	Games

Additional	Worksheets

Multimedia	E-book

Test	Generator

Detailed	Lesson	Plan

COURSE PACKAGE
•	 Coursebooks	
•	 Workbooks	
•	 Teacher’s	Resource	Books	
•	 Collins	DigiSuite	
•	 Collins	Connect
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ATLAS

Junior Atlas
Collins Junior Atlas is created from one of the world’s oldest 
and most trusted geographical databases. Collins Bartholomew 
has one of the largest education focused geopolitical digital 
databases in the world with over 2.6 million unique places 
and over 3.7 million names. The database is the source of 
the world’s most prestigious and authoritative atlas: The 
Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World. All of the atlases 
derived from the Bartholomew database represent the earth 
with authority, accuracy and style. Junior Atlas offers child-
friendly maps, photographs, and activities for skills-building.

• Latest maps
• Simplified maps as per the level of the learners
• Activities to hone map skills
• Pictures for visual representation
• Latest facts and data
• Colourful layout
• Brief introduction given in continents and world map pages
• Special focus on environmental issues, ecological footprint and Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDG)

KEY FEATURES

Junior
Atlas
Atlas publishers since 1826

A stimulating 
resource with 

nearly 100 maps, photographs and 
activities for 

skills-building

Junior Atlas

299.00
ISBN 978-93-9019-171-0

9 789390 191710

 for Teachers

Interactive
Activities

Additional
Resources

Multimedia
eBook

Multimedia eBook

Interactive Activities

Additional Resources

Consists of animations and videos

Includes an atlas quiz

Includes printable outline maps and activity sheets

Discover world themes

Explore landscapes

Find places in the world

Study statistics
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Collins School Atlas (Updated Edition) is created from one of 
the world’s oldest and most trusted geographical databases. 
Collins Bartholomew has one of the largest education focused 
geopolitical digital databases in the world with over 2.6 million 
unique places and over 3.7 million names. The database is 
the source of the world’s most prestigious and authoritative 
atlas: The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World. All of the 
atlases derived from the Bartholomew database represent the 
earth with authority, accuracy and style. Collins School Atlas 
is a stimulating resource for everyday use and skills-building.

•  Over 200 up-to-date, authoritative and 
reliable maps including political and 
thematic maps of India

•  Thematic maps focus on themes and 
topics for schools, including climate, 
seasons, rainfall and annual temperature; 
soil, vegetation, agriculture and land use; 
cash crops and commercial farming; the 
environment; minerals; fuels; transport; 
tourism; culture; world heritage sites

•  Comprehensive coverage of the Americas, 
Africa, Europe, South East Asia, Oceania, 
Australia, New Zealand, the Arctic and 
Antarctica

•  Maps show local, regional and global 
trends

•  Geographical comparisons presented 
graphically and in statistical tables

•  Indexed to help users find what they are 
looking for

KEY FEATURES

Collins School Atlas
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•  Latest maps and facts for every state and union territory in India
•  Major world themes presented through graphs and maps
•  55 detailed country profiles
•  Authoritative and up-to-date statistics
•  New resources, including topographic map sheets, map practice worksheets, learning tools 

and outline maps
•  For online resources, visit https://collins.in/ebooks/csa

THE DIGITAL RESOURCE PROVIDES  
THE COLLINS INDIA AND WORLD FACTFILE WITH:

Find places in the world

A stimulating 
resource for

skills-building
with over
200 maps
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Explore landscapes

A stimulating 
resource for

skills-building
with over
200 maps
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Discover world themes

A stimulating 
resource for

skills-building
with over
200 maps
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Get to grips with graphs

A stimulating 
resource for

skills-building
with over
200 maps
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Support children to develop 
their vocabulary at home 
and in the classroom with 
this colourful, easy-to-use 

dictionary.

Content-rich dictionaries 
with strong pedagogy,  

for schools

A comprehensive 
dictionary covering 

all the essential words 
and phrases

A corpus-based 
dictionary that will 
help you speak and 
write accurate and 
up-to-date English

This attractive,  
easy-to-use dictionary 

provides simple 
definitions and visual 
examples for maths.

Help children 
build confidence in 

language as they 
boost their creative 

writing skills.
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Comprehensive and 
authoritative, with all the 

words and definitions  
you need

An easy-to- carry, fully 
updated guide to the  
French language ideal  

for use in schools. 

It is a new easy-to-carry, up-
to-date guide to the Spanish 

language ideal for use in 
schools.  

User-friendly, Phrase finder 
supplement for travellers, 
including a handy menu-

reader section 

Easy-to-use colour layout 
helpful to quickly find 

a specific word or other 
components

Easy-to-use colour layout,  
helpful to quickly find 

a specific word or other 
components
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ISBN 978-93-5177-651-2

` 190

9 789351 776512

ISBN 978-93-5177-650-5

` 150

Collins My First English-
English-Urdu Dictionary is 

packed full of fun and useful 
everyday words, to help with 

English reading, writing  
and spelling. 

Essential
English-English-

Hindi
Dictionary

English-English-H
indi D

ictionary

Collins Essential English-English-Hindi Dictionary is 
a bilingual dictionary for Hindi-speaking users of 
English. There are Hindi translations at every sense 
to give users extra support in their own language.

• Defi nitions are written in full sentences to make the 
meaning clear 

• Natural English defi nitions and examples show the 
language in use

• Guide to English Grammar gives help with grammar 
and writing English accurately 

कॉिलन्स आधारभूत अंगर्ेज़ी-अंगर्ेज़ी-िहन्दी िडक्शनरी- यह एक 
�सी ि�भाषीय िडक्शनरी ह,ै िजसे अंगर्ेज़ी का उपयोग करने 
वाले िहन्दी भािषय� के िलए तैयार िकया गया ह  इस ै
िडक्शनरी म� हर अथर् का िहन्दी म� अनुवाद िकया गया ह ैतािक 
उपयोगकतार् को अपनी भाषा म� अितिर      सहायता िमल सके 

• अथर् को �प� �प से समझाने के िलए हर पिरभाषा को सम्पूणर् 
वाक्य म� िलखा गया है

• सहज अंगर्ेज़ी पिरभाषा� एवं उदाहरण� से यह बताया गया ह ैिक 
इनका उपयोग भाषा म� िकस तरह िकया जाता है

• अंगर्ेज़ी �ाकरण संदिशर्का अंगर्ेज़ी �ाकरण एवं िवशु� लेखन म� 
सहायक है
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Collins Essential English-
English-Hindi Dictionary 

is a bilingual dictionary for 
Hindi-speaking users of 

English.

Collins COBUILD Learner’s 
English-English-Hindi 

Dictionary is for aspiring 
English learners of all  

ages with Hindi as their  
first language. 

Collins My First English-
English-Nepali Dictionary is 
packed full of fun and useful 
everyday words, to help with 

English reading, writing  
and spelling.

Collins My First English-
English-Bangla Dictionary is 
packed full of fun and useful 
everyday words, to help with 

English reading, writing  
and spelling. 

A perfect choice for anyone 
needing a portable, up-
to-the-minute German 

dictionary.   
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Collins International 
Foundation and 
Foundation Plus 

introduces children to 
maths, English and science 

concepts in an age-
appropriate way through 

topic-based discovery and 
activity-based learning. 

Collins Big Cat provides complete 
support for primary reading.

For more information, please contact:
CollinsInternational_india@harpercollins.co.in

Collins offers  
Cambridge International 

endorsed resources 
across a wide range  

of subjects.



Unpack the joy of learning with Collins Infinity!

SUBJECTS AVAILABLE

English | Environmental Science | Science | Mathematics |  
Social Studies | Computer Science

A BLENDED LEARNING SOLUTION FOR CLASSES 1 TO 8



To access Collins Infinity, please visit https://infinity.collins.in

To book a demo and for other queries, please write to  
CollinsInfinity@harpercollins.co.in 

Get actionable insights to achieve desirable outcomes!

KEY FEATURES
• e-books with on-page digital assets and lesson plans
• Calendar for creating events
• Question bank 
• Assessments 
• Reports and analytics
• Holistic report cards
• Integration with video conferencing tools and ERPs
• Chatbot for resolving queries
• Mobile App for students and teachers
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Why choose                      ? 

We believe that choice is essential, and we put that belief into 
action by offering a wide variety of resources for you to consider. 
Therefore, the only way we would want you to make an informed 
choice is through honesty and authenticity from us. 

This is who we are, what we stand for and why we care: 

Consistent
We have been at the forefront of market-leading educational materials for over 200 
years, a tradition that we’re proud of and work hard to keep. Our founder believed that 
education should be for all, and this we keep close to our hearts today. 

Open
We believe in openness and honesty, especially when it comes to your time. That's why 
our team is on hand to answer any questions you have and help you select the best 
educational materials. 

Lively
Our products reflect the passion we have for what we do – lively, enthusiastic and fun.  
We think it’s a great way to work and an even better way to learn. 

Learners
The learners of today are the leaders of tomorrow and are at the heart of everything we 
do. We think about our educational materials carefully to ensure they are friendly and 
engaging for all learners.

Inclusive
On every level, we are committed to inclusivity for our readers, our colleagues and our 
distributors. We believe this is the only way to create educational materials for the future 
for all abilities and cultures. 

Need
We've listened to teachers to make sure our educational materials are right for schools and 
educators today, and we promise to keep doing so.

Supportive
In times of change and uncertainty, we’ve been proud to offer support for schools and 
teachers all over the world. We’re always on hand to help however we can. 

Visit collins.co.uk/whychoosecollins to find out more



Collins@educators
Collins imparts high quality training in accordance with the topics and guidelines suggested in 
the NEP 2020. These trainings aim to 

a. empower educators with pedagogical tools
b. provide a platform to educators for peer-to-peer learning
c. engage in discussions around the latest trends in education
d. focus on multiple intelligences and needs of the 21st century learners 
e. promote experiential, art-integrated, and concept-based learning

Books for children across genres, from picture books to illustrated chapter books,  
fiction, non-fiction, activity books, biographies, and more. Books that we hope  

kids will enjoy reading as much as we have enjoyed putting them together.

Collins@students
Collins helps students to become global citizens by effectively engaging them in 

a. storytelling sessions
b. reading corners
c. STEM/STEAM workshops
d. counselling on physical and mental well-being
e. spelling bees, coding championships, and quizzes
f. Collins    for Schools

and much more...
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